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STUDENT FEES

Students
find out
where
fees go
Bv CHats Esstc

Faculty take their lectures
into the realm of the iPod
BY CINDY TANNEY

STAFF REPORTIR

I ADMINISTRATION REPORTER

athleen Bower clips a small microphone wire to
her shirr collar and slips an iPod in her front pant
pocket before her 10 a.m. class.
By the end of the day, more than 100 students can stop, .
fust forward and replay her Eanh science lecrure.
Bower, an associate professor of geology, is one of eight
instructors piloting "podcasts, this semester at Eastern.
Wirh a 30-gig iPod, Bower digitally
caprures her lectures and, later,
uploads the content to rhe Internet.
Soon after !his, her students may
download and listen to me audio, also
known as a podcasr, onto a computer
or iPod rhrough Weber or their
insrruaor's personal Web sire.
"There are students who learn well
when they see something, and rhere
are students who learn wdl when they
hear something." Bower said.
The technology is valued at less than
$270, estimated Ryan Gibson. university Webmasrer of the Cenrer for
Academic Technology Support. which
pun:hased the iPocls last SUIIUllO'.

Peter Loewen, an associate professor of music hisrory, is also experimenting with podcasring in four of

his classes.
"I jumped at the opportunity to use
!his technology because I wanted to fill
a need among my students," he said.
"I worry when (students) miss important leaures and

men have tO catch up
by talking to rheir classmates."
Bryan Clark, a junior communication srudies major, straps an iPod to a
band on his arm so he can listen ro
Garth Brooks and orher country
music artists while working our.
SEE
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Students wishing to figure out
exactly where meir ruition fees go bad
that opportunity Thwsday night as
representatives from nearly every
depanmenr that receives such fees
were present at a Student Fee Forum
hdd in me Grand Ballroom of me
Martin Lumer King Jr. University
Union.
The first fee brought up was me
aCtivity fee, $25.50 per semester for
srudents.
Portions of me fee go ro
Apportionment Board, which provides supplies, printing and salaries for
derk and srudent workers on campus.
But me bulk of me fee goes ro rhe
UB, rhe campus entenainmenr board,
which showcases 35 aCtivities per
semester, mree or four major concerts
per year and me shuttle bus service.
41
We take it very seriously ro make
sure you get everything you can our of
your money," Danid Nadler, vice
president of Student Affairs, said.
$77.95 per semester goes toward
the athletic fee, which supplies the 22
spores teams - rhe most of any omer
lllinois college - and other athletic
areas mat "hdp. in a very direct way,
the student athletes," said Rich
McDuffie, director ofarhlerics.
The price is very reasonable, especially considering what ISU and
SIUC pay- $172 and $113 respectively. Both schools, interesongly
enough. each have almost Mice rhe
enrollment that Eastern does.
The $75.90 health service fee pays
for three physicians and nurse practitioners, among orher thin~.
S£E FEES PAG~ 9

Getting ready for the holidays
Food pantry geared
up for donations
Bv KJusnN THOMPSON
ST"fF R£1'0RltR

The holiday season is fun for
many, bur it also increases the
demands on local charities.
The Charleston Food Pantry is available ro serve anyone who noeds help.

Many of its clients have jobs bur
do not make enough to provide the
necessities for their families, such as
nutritious food and toiletries.
The food pantry will normally
have more people come in during
the holidays for food, and, in true
holiday spirit, donations also
increase by a large amount, said
Lynn Collins, director of the food
pantry.
Collins said most clients also

have Link cards, which are a
replacement for food swnps issued
by the state of Illinois.
The Link card works as a debit
card and contains a certain amount
of money each month m buy food
items, she said. The card does not
cover items such as roilet paper.
The food pantry keeps as much
toilet paper in stock as ir can.
~r£

PANTRY
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L,.a Colliaa, director of tile Charltstoe foocl Pantry, pits away douted food
ill tilt Hlemtlf of tilt f1nt Cltritttaa Clt1rolt, wheN the pantry is located.
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The Daily Emem News is produc:ed by the

students of Eastern Illinois Unoversity.
II is published dally Monday through Friday,
in Charleston, Ill., durong fall and Sprong
semesters and twice wt>41kfy during the
summer term except during school vacations
or examinations. Subscription price: SSO per
semeter, $30 for summer. $95 all year
The DEN is a member of The Associated Press,
which Is entitled to exclusive use of all articl~
appearing on this paper
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

TODAY'S EVENTS

UB bringing comedian Demoss
Mary Ann Demoss will perform in
the 7th Street UndergroWld ar 9 p.m.
Demoss has rea:ntly been seen on
BET's "Comic View," "Monthly
Comedy Concert Series" and
"Financially Embarrassed." She has
been nominated for three DerroiL
Comedy Awards and StarS in Comcast's
"Comedy Jam." Demoss has also performed ar various comedy clubs,
including All Jokes Aside, The Comedy
Casde, COCO's House of Comedy,
The Comic Vibe and Chaplins. among
others. The event is a University Boardsponsored presentation.

Class c:redit
All day l it is the deadline
to remove credit/no credit
requests.
Registration office

Hearing testing
12:30 p.m. I Available for
infants through adults;
appointment available
through Linda
Huddleston, 581-2712.
Second floor, Human
Services Building

Studay a broad
1 p.m. I Informational
session. Basement,
Lawson Hall

Flu shot clinics scheduled
Comedian
9 p.m. I Mary Ann
Demoss. 7th Street

The Benefits Offia: has scheduled
B.u shor clinics from 9:30 ro 11 :30
am. and 1 ro 3:30 p.m. Nov. 16 and
from 9:30 to 11:30 am. Nov. 17 in the
east balf of the Marrin Lurher King Jr.
University Union Grand Ballroom.
Appointments are not necessary.
Current employees and annuirants may
receive £n:c shoes. Spouses and dependents of current employees and annuirants may receive the flu shot for $27
per person. Pneumonia shots are also
available .frt:e to the employee and
annuitant; rhcy are $30 for spouses and
dependents. Patients must present tbeir
stare heal.rh inswaru:e cud and employee idenrificarion card. Annuitants must
present insurana: cards and two types
of identification. The healrh depan~
ment requests those receiving shots
wear short sleeves or clothing that
allows easy access ro tbe upper ann
where shots will be administered.
two

Underground

ONLINE POLL
This week we asked our readers
"What sport will JOU be
watchinc now that baseball
season is over?''

61°/o
38 VOTES

The Eastern football team
because it is. undefeated in the
Ohio Valley Conference.

15°/o
9VOTE.S

llhldtnt carriealler jacket to olau
in the unusually warm November

...,.ratum11larsdiJ. Temperatum10

I don't watch sports.

.,. upeottd to ,.. . . abOYt
MIJ'HIIIIflllllt .......

13o/o
I VOTES

j ESSICA CANTAaElllfllif DAllY~ Na'VS

HAVE ASUGGESTION?
If you have any suggestions or ideas for
artid~ you

would like to see in The DEN,

WTF?

How's this for a giving lover?

feel free to contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
DENeicOgmail.com.
lei us know If you find a factual error in The DEN

so we can· provide the COITilCI lnfoonation lO other
readers. Contact the editor a1 581-2812 or
DENeicOgmail.com.
PHONE: 217-581-2811

appendages known as flagella, are Pittsburgh, is suing Gail O'Toole of
lost, he said.
Murrysville. His lawsuit claims the
LUCKNOW, India - This was
Finding the fossils in a fused posi- rwo broke up in 1999 after dating for
no one-night stand. Scientists in tion and with their flagella shed, is 10 months and Slaby began dating
India say they have discovered two evidence that the two cells were hav- someone else.
Slaby contends that O'Toole invitfossils fused togerher in sexual union ing sex, Kar said.
for 65 million years.
"The sexual organs being delicate ed him over to her home on May 7,
The findings were published in the and the rime of conjugation short 2000, where he fell asleep. He woke
October edition of the Indian jour- lived, it iS indeed rare to ger this stage up to find that O'Toole had used
nal "Current Science." which said it in the fossil stare." the srudy said.
Super Glue ro stick his genitals ro his
The cells were discovered in a 30- abdomen, glued his buttocks together
was the first time that sexual copulation had been discovered in a fossil foot deep dry well in the state of and spelled out a profimity on his
state, according co the Press Trust of Madhya Pradesh.
back in nail polish.
India news agency.
Slaby·said O'Toole told him ir was
Bur voyeurs will need a micro- Man Sues Ex-GirHriend
payback for their breakup, and he had
scope to view the eremallovers.
Over Glue AHack
to walk a mile to a gas station to c:a11
The fossils are tiny swarm cells, a
GREENSBURG, Pa. - A man for help. He pressed charges and
stage in the development of the fun~ claims his ex-girlfTiend owes him OToole pleaded guilty to misde~
gus myxomyceres, also known as more than $30,000 for gluing his gen~ meanor assault and served six months'
slime molds.
itals ro his abdomen five years ago. probation.
The cells reproduce by "fusing." "This was not just some petty domes~
O'Toole's attorney, Chuck Evans,
Ranjeet Kar of the Birbal Sahn.i tic squabble," attorney Grey Pratt told said it was a consensual act and Slaby
Institute of Palaeobotany in a Westmoreland County jury wasn't permanently damaged
Lucknow reportedly told PTI. Once Wednesday.
"This is a case that should have
His client, Kenneth Slaby of been left in th~ bedroom," he ~~·
• . the; . ~ll.s , fuse, long, threadlike
T HE AssociATED
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Professional hockey or
basketball.

PREss

The Eastern volleyball team
because it is hosting the OVC
Conference Tournament.
VOTE @ WWW.THEDAILY
EASTERN NEWS.COM

EARLY HEADLINES
Listen to "Wake Up Live" with
Rob and Jenn Monday through
Friday for morning headUnes on
88.9 or at
weiuhitmix.net
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Anniversary • The Daily Eastern News (2005)

The News turns 90
B Y KYLE MAYHUGH

NEWSEOITOR

Sarurday marks the 90th anniversary of
the publicadon currently known as The
Daily Eastern News.
Through nine decades, the paper has morphed through four name changes, nine university presidents, five home buildings and
an increase of more than 10,000 in Eastern's
enrollment.

Early dap
The publication that would eventually
become Tht Daily Eastern News began publishing in 1915.
lr was called the Nonnal School News,
because the university was known as the
Eastern lllinois Stare Normal School (a "normal" school was a rerm meaning coUege for
teachers}.
The first edition was published on Nov. 5,
1915. A year's subscription cost $1, and
Eastern had 577 students at the time.
"Afrer many trials and tribulations, the
Nonnal School News has ar last been started,"
read the first issue. "The Eastern Ulinois
State Normal School . . . was one of the
largest schools in rhe country that had no
publication.
"As this paper is of the students and for me
students, all should co-operate in making the
venture a success, and make the News a permanent publication."
The paper rece1ved Its motto, -Tell the
Truth and Don't Be Afraid," from former
Eastern president Livingston Lord, for
whom Old Main gets irs official title, the
Livingston C. Lord Administration
Building.
In a speech shortly before his death in
1933, Lord gave a speech to students.
"If I had only eight words to leave you
they would be these: Tell the truth and don't
be afraid. If I could have eight more 1 would
say: No who is right, buc what is true," Lord
said.
By 1920, Eastern had again changed irs
name, and the newspaper changed with it,
being rechristened the uacher's Col/~ge News,
for the Eastern nlinois State Teachers College

Names of The Daily Eastern News
1915-19201 Normal School News
1920-19441 Teacher's College Nt>ws
1944-19641 Eastern State News
1964-19181 Eastern News
1910..
I The Daily Eastern News

The paper reported that a rotal of 38
Eastern students died serving in that war.
1949 brought another name change for
me paper, ;ow called me Easttrn Statt Ntws,
reflecting another name change for the university that came in 1947.

Location

Times of conflict

The office of The Daily Eastern News has been
located in several campus buildings including:
Old Main, Martin Luther King Jr. Unsversity
Union, Pemberton Hall and the Student Scrvi~
Building before settling in its current location in
Buzzard Hall.

Eastem and the News,
1915 v. Present
1915

Students
577
Buildings
3
Degrees _ _
1
The News
4 pages weekly

2H5
12,129

47
56
12 pages daily

How we saw it
The News' headlines from famous events in campus and national history

1933

All School Mourns Death of Beloved President:
Livingston C. Lord d1es Monday evening following
short illness
1945

Life at Eastern begins for class of '49: V-J Day
points to larger enrollment
1957

Eastern becomes a university
21M

Election Too Close to Call: Bush leads w1th 11
million votes still to be counted at 2 a.m.
21M

Blair Hall Bums

at Charleston.
The paper continued through the 1930s
and 1940s, covering both school cvenrs and
World War 11. The top of each page in the
early '40s bore the slogan "Here's your 'War'
News," changing in the fall semester of 1945
to "Here's your 'VlCTORY' News."

TRUSf THE PROVEN LEADER IN QUAUTI. SfUDEJI.'T HOl'SI :-:G

UJtiCJZ~@ ~i@S
BEAl.ITIFULLY FURNISHED
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
SO CLOSE... SO NICE...SO CONVENIENT
7 apartment complexes to chose from
Come take a look, you won't be disappointed!!!

The 1960s brought significant changes in
the structure of rhe university, as both students and faculty demanded more say in the
way the university was run.
An editor had been fired in 1959 over a
university policy debate becween students
and administrators.
Another News editor was fired in 1964 as
distrust berween students and administrators
continued to heighten.
Editor John Woods wrote an article accusing the university of neporism in the concracts to build five buildings on the south
side of campus that were then under construction (Thomas, Andrews, Lawson,
Coleman and Klehm).
lr also alleged me buildings were not
srrucruralJy sound, and the university knew
it.
The printer stopped the edition from .unning on the advice that the article was
Libelous, and the adviser of the paper agreed.
A 1967 report by the state government
cleared the university of any wtongdoing,
and the buildings still stand today.

Five dap a week
lronicalJy, in,1965, in irs second year being
called simply the &stun News, the paper
signed an agreement to be the carrier of aU
official notices from the university.
That same year, Eastern's Faculty Senate
was created and began to have a say in campus politics.
The first Associated Press wire service was
purchased in 1971, an electronic device that
delivered national news straight to the newsroom.
The device no longer works but is srill in
the newsroom in Buuard Hall.
The paper switched from three times a
week to daily in 1973 and officially changed
to its current name in 1980.

The Daily Eastern News is "a name which
we feel better emphasizes that Eastern is one
of the few universities of irs size in the country which publishes a daily student newspaper," the editorial board said in the issue
announcing the name.
The paper celebrated its 75th anniversary
with a special section in 1990. The edirorin-ch1ef, Jeff Madsen, announced he was
reinstating the "Tell the Trucb and Don't Be
Afraid" motto, which had fallen into disuse
in 1975.

Special sections
Special sections of the news have been rare
but not unheard of.
A bliu.ard shut down the campus in
February 1982, but Tht News staff managed
to get on campus and publisli a four-page
edirion.
The News also published a special 12-page
Sunday edition in 1978 after Eastern won irs
only football national championship in
Division II, as well as one after the Blair HaJJ
fi re in 2004.
A cold spell in January 1977 forced the
campus to close down.
Eastern was one of the Central illinois
Public Service Company's chief natural gas
customers, and the company feared a shortage of gas for homeowners so it asked
Eastern to shut down for one week.
The paper issued a special edition oudining the closure and what students could do
to get home.
That week was meant to be cbe debut of a
new weekly section in the paper that would
have reviews and entertainment stories, ricled
On The Vergt ofthe Wukmd.
The section debuted the next week and
still runs today.
The first Vn;g~ featured a movie review on
"Carrie," dorm room recipes and a review of
local piu.a restaurants.

Open House
To celebrate the 90th anniversary of the
paper, The News will be holding an open
house from 3 to 5 p.m. Tuesday in the newsroom, Buu.ard HaJJ 1811. The public is
invited.

STSTRAVEL.COM
- · ~-· # J S#riHttl ,_. Oper,.,

CANCUN

ACAPULCO
JAMAICA
IWIAMAS
RORIDA

1·800-648·4849 / www.stslravel.tom

EDITORIAL BOARD
Opinion page editor, AARoN SaDUTZ
Editor in chief, jENNIFER CHIARIB..lO
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News editor, KYl£ MAYHuGH
Associate news editor; AMY SIMPSON
Sports editor, DAN RENKx
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LAURA GRIFFITH
VERGE EDITOR
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WHO NEEDS SLEEP?
WELL, STUDENTS
NEVER GET IT
Many college students can arrest mar many of us don't get
enough sleep each night, and some get so lirrle mar it
becomes hard to function during the day.
According ro a poll raken by me National Sleep
Foundation, rhe average young adult gets about 6.8 houts of
sleep per night.
What those students need to get, according to www.sleepdisorders.about.com, is at least eight houts.
As I'm sitting at my computer, hoping to see the sun come
up soon, I look ar me clock and realize it's already 5:22 a.m.
Where did the rime go? I need to get up by 10 a.m. There
go my seven houts.
When I was in rhe shower around 5 a.m., it occurred to
me that I am among a large number of college and high
school students who are severely sleep deprived, and I have
no one to blame, really, but myself
People ask why I stay up so late, and there are a multitude
of reasons [have used to try and justify "burning my candle
at both ends," as my dad would say.
The biggest reason is that current American rulrure teaches young children that they must grow up and be something
successful, and as we get older, society pushes us to be more
and more productive with our time.
Sleep is the only time I am willing to cut because I'm not
doing anything productive.
Skipping class often is not an option because a college
education will be the key to getting a job in the real world
someday soon. I can't pass those classes without doing the
homework that comes with them that seems ro come assignment after assignment, a never-ending stream of papers I
have ro gee done on rime.
Skipping work would not only make me look bad, bur
also my coworkers, and I'll miss valuable experience {and
money) and risk losing my job.
I'm required as a member of my sorority ro attend educational presentations and sisterhoods to help me grow as a
member and as an individual who is trying to live life to the
fullest. ·
I don't feel complete if I don't get a lot accomplished in a
day.
F'mally, when I do get everything done, it feels like I'll go
crazy if I don't get some "me" time. So I stay up on the
Internet, have a fiiend over to watch a movie or spend countless hours at Wai-Mart trying to amuse myself, and before I
know it, the sun is coming up again. Tune to start over.
Next day. 10:05 a.m.
I'm running on four hours of sleep, which is a lirrle more
drastic than the nonn, but nevertheless a continuation of a
nasty habit I picked up near the end of high school that has
only gorren worse with rime.
Continuing this parrern can only lead to my own demise,
I know.
According to sleepdisorders.abour.com, continuing to lose
sleep could be detrimental to my immune system, my learning abilities and could evenrually lead to full-blown insomrua.

Other people can see the effects. Yesterday, for the first
rime this year, I fell asleep in class. a phenomenon I'd kicked
after a professor I had last year handed me a pamphlet about
a sleep clinic at Sarah Bush Lincoln.
For whatever the reason college students like myself lose
sleep. whether it's staying up ro cram for exams, hirring up
after houts parries or just putting it off to squeeze more into
their day, sleep deprivation has more consequences chan
benefi~S.

Griffith. " 51!11ior jottriJIJiism t?utj or.
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EDITORIAL

Senate is a student's duty also
The mosc obvious goal of any Student Senare
is that it is responsible to and for irs srudenrs.
The problem thac has occurred for this year's
senate at Eastern is ics students are not being
available to it.

speak openly about what the senators should or

At issue
Last week's Student
Senate's open forum
style meeting that
attracted only 14
students to attend.

shouldn't be doing.
Cole Rogers, the chair of rhe studenl affairs
committee, blamed the lack· of attendance on
"plain, dumb luck." While he may be correct in
gauging that plenty of students were tending to

This was best proved last Wednesday, when
Studem Senate held its meeting in the Marrin

Our stance

their televisions for the first Chicago White Sox

Luther King Jr. Grand Ballroom. Ir was sup-

Even though a few
Senate members
blamed the low
number of students
attending on a lack of
publicity for the
event, some of the
responsibility has to
fall on the shoulders
of the students who
did not show up to
contribute and gather
information on their
Student Senate.

World Series victory in 88 years, that doesn't

posed to be more of an open forum meeting. in
which the students would have a better opportunity co voice their concerns on campus and discuss issues openly with the srudent senators.
However, only a measly 14 srudents showed
up when rhe senate had sec a goal of having 100
or so audience members. This was a golden
opportunity for students to better understand
what senate was attempting to accomplish this
semester, as well as provide their own input into

mean more than 14 students couldn't have
attended the meeting. You would think Cubs

fans would be waiting for an opportunity to
attend something else than a White Sox celebrauon.
Bur even that couldn't draw more people to
place a student's viewpoint before a group of people who can actually make something more of
that viewpoint.
Senate members Rogers and Student Speaker
Adam Howell cook some of the blame for the

whar senate should be working toward.
But this wasn't in the least accomplished, and that is a

lack of arrendance by saying the event wasn't publicized

shame. The Student Senate has a hard time deciphering what

enough. That is all weB and good, bur the student body

they should do for the campus if a lack of opinion comes to

should rake some responsibility for this as weU.

them from rhe student body. Regardless of what students may

feel about rhe senate, they should always voice their concerns
and contribute to the legislative process or otherwise not

Th~ editorial is th~ majority opinwn of

Th~ Daily Eastern Nnus ~ditorial board.

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
MORE SERIOUS ISSUES ON
CAMPUS THAN COCAINE
I read with interest your article on
Wednesday detailing a student's cocaine
use among young adults.
To my surprise, some persons in the
article state that it is a large problem ar
Eastern. As someone who has specialized
in substance abuse rehabilitation, I know
all too well how cocaine use impacts
individuals and society, bur by no means
is cocaine use even one of the mote significant drug use problems. A much
grearer percent of the campus_uses cigarettes and alcohol, two deadly substances.
Tobacco products alone kill milhons

every year and over 400,000 in rhe U.S.
alone. And that's only the dangerous

drugs.
Most every week Eastern women will

be sexually assaulted, and the effects of
occasional rape are much more devastating than occasional cocaine use. That, to
me, is a major problem.
Also, how about the steadily declining
government support for coUege education? I could go on and on listing other
problems plaguing our campus. Yes,
cocaine use can be dangerous. But is it a
major community problem? Hardly.
In fact, what troubled me most while
reading the article was reading that a sru-

dent found to be possessing cocaine and
"giving" it to othets was expelled from
the university. Now, I don't have all the
facts, but since when does depriving
someone of an education make things
better?
Draconian drug policies have been
tried extensively and repeatedly to no
avail. It saddens me to read that Eastern
may be taking that path, and sensational
stories in The Daily Eastern Nnus, I fear,
will only further propel us down that
path. That's a problem.
KEITH M. WILSON
~ 'OIOLOGY

PROffSSOr

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR The Daily [.Nern News accepts leue~ to the editor address ing local. state. nauonal and intemJtional issues They should be less
than 250 words ann tnclurlu th author~· nalll1?, t~k'Phone number and .1dclres< Studenb should tndicate their year in school and major. Faculty. adnunistratton
apd ~1.11f 'hould .nclico~te the or fiO<•tion and d~Mrtment Letters wilo-;e a,;,hors cannot he veriftt!d will not I~ pnntcd Wtr re:;\)r\n'the nght Ia edu h:l\t!(s h;>r
~·ngth . Leuer, can be SPnl to The liJatlr.jajt rn '\~~ at 1811 Buzzard Hall Charleston IL 619lO.'taxcd to .2 17-58 1 2921· d'r e:m,11led 10
DENelrii:gn,all.corn
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I RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION

Eastern enjoying
unseasonable warmth

Weller Hall recommended
to remove smoking floor
in Taylor to become co-educational on a trial
basiS from 10 p.m. Friday to 10 a.m. Saturday
and 10 p.m. Sarurday to 10 a.m. Sunday.
The Residence Hall Association agreed with
RHA Member Lindsay OiPiroo said as a
representatives of Weller Hall who proposed . residence assistant, she thought the proposal
the builrung become non-smoking beginning would be more difficult than it is worth.
in the f.ill of 2006.
"Being an RA, speaking for RA's, l don't
McKinney Hall President Blake Boldt said wanr m ger a call from a resident at 2 a.m.
numbers presemed to RHA at previous meet- because someone is breaking this inruvidual
ings showed Eastern does not have enough rule," she said "People aren't always going to
smokers to suppon an entire smoker's floor.
respect those rules. •
"We are the only univasity in the stare that
Mike Hilty. a member ofOelra SigmaPhl and
allows smoking (m residence halls)," Boldt said. RHA member, was elected to become RHAS
"We want robe distinguiilied, bur I'm not sure new creasurer at Thursday night's meeting.
tbis is somethjng wt! wam ro be distinguished fur."
The position had been open for four weeks
The motion was passed by a vote of 29-1 , following the resignation of former treasurer
with seven abstentions.
Peter Salvadori.
Mark Hudson, director of housing and &n"l will work hard for RHA and work hard ro
ing ser. ices, said he felt it was a probability that make the position as strong as ir can be." Hilty
Eastern may become a non-smoking campus; said when addressing RHA prior to voting.
it's just a mam:r of "on what rimcline."
ilty is the secretary for Delta Sigma Phi. secR.epre!iCnrarivcs &om Taylor Hall presented 2 reo.ry for the Greek Courr Council and said he
proposal later at the meeting ro allow restrooms had pn.:viously hdd m:asun:r positions.

BY MECAN ) URINfl(

BY Oo\VIO THIU

<".Mwt s mnoR

<;!tPtr-;J liY,!RNMf.NT EDITOR

Wmter is impending.
It's the beginning of November and students
have been lucky enough to enjoy the September
weather Charleston has been experiencing.
Thursday was a day when it was worthwhile
to step out of a stuffy classroom and take a deep
breath, one of the last deep breaths that would
be fresh and clean before winter chills the nos-

trils.
Campus was a jubilee of colors, sounds and
characters.
Students ditched coats and pants to give Tshjrts and shorts one last try before the cold
arrives.
Tank rops, shons and t:ven whlte pants crept
out of the closer and showed themselves after
Labor Day.
Srudents took the opportunity to enjoy the
weather before winter causes windows ro be
shut and doors to be closed to keep the frigid
winrer season ouL
The sun warmed backs on walks ro class with
the false pretense that it was spring.
Bur the vibrant leaves and naked trees pur
back into perspective that winter is coming.
D ANI El W ILLIAMS THE Q\ILY EASTlRN NEWS
A
Charleston
resident croSMs Sixth Street on
The wind blew hard Thursday, causillg stuThunday
duriac
ttlt warm weather in front of
denrs ro contemplate whether class was a good
idea. lr blew cool across faces in reminder that Old lain.
Thursday was one of the last days iQ which
Charleston will feel f.ill with the tease of winter
lore 01 the Welt
approachlng.
See more fall photos at The Daily Eastern
The wind blew leaves down the sidewalk
News Online
chasing after srudents who anernpred ro make it
to class on rime.
The reds, oranges and yellows distracted srudents from the more mundane task of srudying door activities.
A male srudem stood outside playing guitar
for literarure and mathematics.
Venetian blinds rattled in Coleman Hall's and singing as hoards of others walked by on
classrooms, disrupting learning and listening Wednesday.
from srudents and professors.
Trees cried to fight ofF the wind and hang on ro
Old Main has become mulri-colored with red leaVI:S longer. and yer, some threw in the towel and
and orange vines climbing up the front - called winter the victor.
entrapping wbar is left of the green foliage
The blue paw prints along the sidewalk
around rhe front.
jumped out at the eyes, contrasting the golden
Srudems walked down the sidewalk dis- colors of Fall.
cussing weekend plans, which will include outIt is the end of an era, the end of a season.

Eastern student brews own beer
BY BRIAN CAimAN

on RtPOkrtR

Sanuday is "Teach a Fric:nd ro Homebrew
so Steve Newdl, a senior busine-ss management major, is inviting everyone to his house to
cdebrare.
He has been brewing beer for about lWO years,
and he loves the bobby.
"Brewing and drinking beer is a Vl!r}' social
~ern," he said. "Evayone's brewing ro share it.
"The molest thing about this hobby is thar
there are no sec::rets," he said.
It was luck that introduced him to the hobby.
He became inreresrecl when he met a man in
Charleston who brewed his own beer, and, upon
reruming home for the summer in 2003, he
found out his fiiend was involved in brewing and
jumped on board.
Ne\vdl ralktxl to his professor abour brewing.
and his professor convinced him to join the
Amcricm Homeb~ Association.
Day,~

"A light rumed on," he said, and now he hopes
to go to brewing school and open hls own brewery.
His favorite bccr he has eva bn::wc:d ~
Double India Pale Ale., which had 9 pen:mt alcohol and three times the hops.
"It was really hoppy." said Pat Beurskens, a senior socio~ major. Hops are the ingredientS thar
add rasce to a beer.
Beurskens was one of Newdl's "students."
Pat:ienc% and fresh ingredientS are the best pms
ofadvia: ~said he could give to beginners.
and Beurskeos said rhcse rips helped him a lot
Bcurskcns has beal brewing for about four
months, and he said the proc:ess takes about a
month to mal«: a decent beer.
"(Newell) caught me how ro brew bccr," he
said. "My 6rsr batch~ beer;bur ir wasn't good.
"He helped me the scoond rime, aDa ir was a lot
berrer,.. Bewskens said. Newdl lives' at 1040

Division&
The party starts at noon on Saturday, and he
said everyone is invited

Get your Christmas
Shopping Done early

Littcoltt Fire Protectiott Pist. Voluttteer

Saturday.. November 5.. 2005

Annual
Holiday Bazaar

6attt - 7pttt

•chlldmt
'2so • Free!
6-t 2 childml5 S.

ALL YOU CAN EAT

St. Charles

at the Charlestott Llttcoltt fire Protectiott Pistrlct Uttlversity
Prive g. Coolidge Ave.
•
Acceptittg tiffs for Katritta Victhtts

Bot10111e0

Calholic Church

Comer of 1Oth and Jefferson Ave.

Saturdax

Advanced 8ulk Sausage Sale Call S48-1412

University Board Presents...

Chinese Golden Dragon Acrobats
Thursday, November lOth
McAfee Gymnasium
Advanced tickets on sale
Friday, November 4th
$3 EIU Students & Faculty with lD
Senior Citizens & 12 yrs & younger
$5 General Public
MT K Box Office 58 1-5122

Monday-Friday 10am-3pm

November 5

CP.!l

Bring the Whole Family!

STAY(R) 5:20 7.50 10:20 MAT SAT SUN
DREAMER (PG) 4.50 7:40 10:05

MAT SAT SUN 2:10

8:00AM to 3:00PM

AOIQII , _

~

MAT SAT SUN 1:30

Crafts ·

~

I

SAW 2 (R) 5.00 7 20 10;10
NORTH COUNTY(R) 3:50 6:40 9:30

MAT SAT SUN 1:00

Silent Audion
Coalcie and~ Sales
Lunch Sera

I

HISTORY Of VIOLENCE(R) 5:30 8:00 10:30

MAT SAT SUN 2:30
PRIME (PG13) 4:15 7:00 9:45 MAT SAT
SUN 1:15

:$10 Haircuts!!:
I
I

Welcome
Ashley & Kellie

I
I

b.:~:~.:~

EUZABETHTOWN(PG13) 4:40 8:10 MAT

~SURPRISE~
!

your friends with a
BIRTHDAY AD in the DEN

!

:

581-2816

:

•

•

...................................

SUN 145
DOOM (R) 4:30 710 9:40 MATSATSUN 2:00
THE FOG(PG13) 5:10 7:30 10:00 MAT SAT
SUN2:20
THfi'OG{PGU)~:10

7:30 10:00MAT2:20

TI
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I
I

I

I
t
I
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Jackson Avenue Coffee hosts
silent auction, musical acts
BY ERIN Mli.IB
mY EDITOR

Pauline Cade, advocacy program
director for HOPE of East Central
Illinois, has seen 18 victims ofdomesric violence abuse this week alone.
To hdp raise awareness on domestic violence, HOPE will be having a
fundraiser at Jackson Avenue Coffee,
708 Jackson Ave., &om 6 to 10 p.m.
Friday.
A silent auction and musical aces
are some of ~ offered at the
event.
Various local anises have donated
about 30 items of art for the silent
auction, Cade said.
City Council member Lordei
Sims, who owns Five Points
Blacksmith Shop, has donated some
of her anwork for the silenr auction.
''Their state and federal funding

continues to get au," Sims said. •And
these prosrams are so incredibly
importaDr b their quality of life."
She said she is donating three
bowls, which took her a total of nearly 30 hours to make.
"I am not a rich person, but I can
make things tbat will generate
money." Sims said.
Along with anwodc, local businesses such as The Razorz Edge have
donated gift cerrilicares for their services, she said.
"Ifit is for a good cause," said Beth
Warfidd, salon manager for The
Razorz Edge, "we are definitdy going
to suppon it."

Local musical artists have also
donated their rime to provide the
entenai.nment for the fundraiser.
HOPE is anon-profit organization
that helps people who suffer &om
domestic violence, homdessness and

other abuse.
The money &om the event will go
toward educating people on domestic
violence.
HOPE representatives go to diflttent functions at schools, colleges, universities and community events, but
it is hard to catch people's attention,
Cadesaid.
"People generally just like to walk
past because it is a very uncomfonable issue," she said.
Victims of domestic abuse suffer
&om psychological and emotional
abuse.
Physical violence, manipulation,
isolation and financial abuse are just
some of the things domestic violence
victims deal with.
HOPE u.so the money to purchase pens, pencils and stress balls,
which hdp anraa more people to its
displays.

China shows off bird flu control measures
TENGJIAYING, China
Chickens were dropping dead by the
dozens at Qin Zhijun's farm one
morning. moo while feeding in their
squat, brick coops.
'They died instandy," said Qin, a
breeder in ChinaS northern Inner

Mongolia region, which reported the
first of the country's three bird flu epidemics in poultry last month
Within 15 hours of the Oct. 14 Outbreak, he says, up to 2,000 of his birds
had died of the H5Nl virus and 7.000
others 'WO'e dfstraytxi by health officials.
'I1x pn:vauion measu.res cm:ndcd
roc a ~mile radius fiom QinS fium,

with more than 93,000 birds slaughre:rcxl
and rens of thousands more vao::inated.
Now authorities are eager to assure
che public and the world that the gr.:rvemment is caking iiS anti-bird flu worl<
very seriously - and to show it can be
open foUowing sharp criticism thar it
WdS unwilling to share information
during an outbreak ofSARS in 2002

Charity campaign needs
to raise more than $8,000
to match last year's total
BY SAlAH WHITNEY
AOMINlSTRAllON EDflOR

Eastern's State and University
Employees Combined Appeal
Advisory Committee lags behind last
year's donations with less than two
weeks left to make a donation
"We got a lot of new people who
haven't given in the past," said Julie
Benedia, Eastern's SECA representative.
But, she added, the number is
lower because people who donated in
the past have not chosen to ~roU
as of yet.
Ftfcy-three fuculty members have
enroUed. However, this number is 14
people less than last year's participation number of 67. And less participation means less money donated.
"We still need $7,000 or $8,000 to
catch up with last year or exceed,"
Benedia said.
Last yeat, Eastern faculty donated
$17,300 to charities such as the
United Way, Doctors without
Borders and The Charleston Baseball
Association.
SECA gave Eastern last year its
2004 Outstanding Achievement
Award.
Even though SECA contribution
numbers are down for Eastern,
Benedia said because of the hurri-

''We got a lot of new
people who haven't
given in the past."
) UliE BENEDICT, EAsmtN

SECA

R£1'RES£NTAnVE

canes, she's sure a lot of people have
already contributed.
"Any kind of giving is good," she
said.
Less than twO weeks remain for
faculty to donate part of their paychecks tO charity.
SECA is a scare-wide charity campaign that provides Eastern employees the option to make charitable
donations directly from their paychecks.
Employees can arrange for a onetime withdrawal or for regular deductions each pay period. All of the
donated money goes directly to the
charity the employee selects.
"I think that we've got some new
people who have never donated in tbe
past," said Steve Scher, associate professor of psychology and chair of
Eastern's SECA Advisory Committee.
"We hope that people who have
donated in the past will donate again.
And new people will come forward."

I
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Congratulations to

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

Sigffia Phi Epsilon's

MIKE
NOWAK
As IFC's Newest

President
contin~ the tradition

-your brothers
:NlE

rlie Ladles of A(plia Sigma Tau ProuaEy
Announce National":Founders Vay
November 4, 1899
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FRANKENSTEIN EXHIBIT

Three classic
horror films to be
shown at Booth
Three classic horror films are being shown at the Booth
Ubrary as part of the Frankenstein exhibit.
The library showed "The Bride of Frankenstein"
Thursday night and will also be showing "Son of
Frankenstein" and "Frankenstein."
Each movie can be seen in the Booth Library Seminar
Room 3202 at 7 p.m. The films will include a moderator
and disrussions.
"Son of Frankenstein," released
in 1939, will play Nov. 9. Henry
Frankenstein's son, Wolf, rerums to
his father's home and encounters a
blacksmith named Ygor who wants
the monster revived. Wolf revives
the monster. Soon after, many
locals are found murdered.
The 6.lm was originally shot in
color, bur at t:be last minute 6.lmmakers decided to make it black and
white. Don Smith, associate profesjERRY EISENHOUR,
sor of secondary education and
THFATER ARTs Plloffs<ioR
foundations, will be moderating.
The final film will be shown on
Nov 16. "Frankenstein," the screen version ofMar:y Shelley's

'"'bis is the
version that
most people
think of
when they
think oftbe
monster."

book, will be playing.
In the movie, Dr. Frankenstein creates a simple consnuction from the body parts of corpses. The creature turns violent when doaor Frankenstein starts to rej~ him. The
movie sticks dose to the original novel and guides the audience through FrankensteinS quest for knowledge.
This was the first Frankenstein movie to be filmed with
sound. Jerry Eisenhour, professor of theater arts, will be
moderating rhe film.
ibis is rhe version thar most people think ofwhen they
think of the monster," be said. Eisenhour also said the
movie is a wonderful "tex:cbook" oflight, camera angles and
film composition. "Frankenstein" also launched the careers
of the acrors starring in it.

Greenspan warns of economic disruptions
WASHINGTON - With just three
months left before he leaves office, Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan raised
a warning to Congress: The country could
face "serious economic disruptions" if
bloated budget deficits are not curbed.
The Fed chief's suong comments,
made during an appearance Thursday
before Congress' Joint Economic
Committee, come after the government
produced a $319 billion budget deficit
this year - an improvement from the
record amount of red ink registered in
2004 bur still the third-highest deficit on
record.
In the shon term, costs related to
rebuilding after the trio of devastating
hurricanes will make it harder to improve
the nation's balance sheets, he acknowledged. In the long term, a huge wave of
retiring baby boomers will put massive
suains on government resources, he said.

''We are very firm in the notion that this country should
not visit the 1910s again in the way of inflation."
ALAN GREENSPAN, fEDERAL RESERVE CHAIRMAN

"There are no easy choices. Easy choices are long gone," said Greenspan, whose
18-plus year run ar the Fed comes to an
end on Jan. 31.
Congress is working on separate packages of taX cuts and spending cuts. ·
Even as he sounded an alarm about the
dangers that budget deficits pose to the
counuy's long-term health, Greenspan
struck a more positive note about the
economy's current prospects after being
jolted by the recent hurricanes.
Kauina, Rita and Wtlm~ are likdy to
"c:xen a drag" on employment and production in the sbon term and may aggravate inflation pressures, Greenspan said.
"Bur the economic fundamentals remain

fum, and the U.S. economy appears to
retain imponant forward momentum,"
Greenspan said in his most extensive
remarks thus far on the impact of the
storms.
The Fed is keeping a close eye on high
energy prices to make sure they don't
spark broader inflation.
"We are very firm in the notion that
this country should not visit rhe 1970s
again in the way of inflation," Greenspan
said, referring to a period where the economy was rocked by skyrocketing prices.
On the budget front, Greenspan called
on Congress to ger the nation's fiscal house
in order and bring the swollen deficits
under control.

South Carolina prison escapees captured at motel
I'm real lucky co be alive."
Pat Smith, a maid at the motd, said
Causey told the clerk when he checked in
Tuesday night chat his identification was in
his car, and that the car had been rowed.
"He was real friendly," she said. "When
they got (Brewer) in rhe cuffs, (Causey)
said, 'Can I get my money back?' He said,
'Can I get a refund?"' Smith hadn't seen
Brewer before his arrest, she said.
The pair had been seen Tuesday after
their escape in a car authorities allege was
driven by Ashley Bostic, 23, of Hopkins.
Richland County authorities charged
Bostic on Thursday with harboring an

THE AsSOCIATID PRESS

COLUMBIA, S.C.-Two violent felons
who escaped &om a maximum-security
prison by hiding on a trash m1ck were captured Thursday at a motd, state police said.
Johnny Brewer, a convicted murderer,
and Jimmy Causey, a convicred kidnapper,
had been on the loose since Tuesday, when
they escaped from a Columbia prison. They
were apprehended about 110 miles to the
south, at a motd along busy Interstate 95 in
Ridgeland, said Robert Stewan, chief of the
State Law Enforcement Division.
Authorities did not immediately release
details of the capture, bur Judie Trainer said
in a phone interview that she had her husband call authorities after she delivered the
men a pizza at the Palms Motel.
Trainer said she first became suspicious
when the man who called in the order said he

"1.knew all along something
wasn't right. The thing
about it is, I'm real lucky to
be alive."
jUDIE TRAINER,
WOMAN WHO DELIVIREO ESCAP£ES' PIZZA

would be in the shower when she arrived and
would leave money on a table inside the room.
When there wasn't enough on the table to
pay the bill, Trainer called out to rhe man,
who t:hen "reached around the door with
another five dollar bill." She said she got
enough of a look at the mans face to recognize him as one of the escaped conviCts.
"I knew all along something wasn't
righ[, n ThUner said. «The dUng abour ir is,

escaped convict.
According to arrest warrants, Bostic con-

fessed to driving Causey and Brewer to
Ridgeland ro help them get away. The car
was recovered Tuesday night in Orangeburg
County, berween Columbia and Ridgeland.

SOUTH,~I

SIDE ~n
AFE~
Open Sam - 2pm M-Sat
Breakfast served anytime
Daily Specials

------------------------614 Jackson Ave.
(217)345-5089

U'tl_arty's
Italian Beef w/Fries

$4.§ ~

'f1;1 o'clock~AI
-t-CIUil Iss
Pitchers!

COME OUT TUESDAY

FOR~

K "Shop with a cop"
K See EIU Men's Basketball Coaches
K Celebrity bartenders

*Great Student Living*
www.jbap~r:tments.com
'
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CLASSIFIEDS
SUBLESSORS

HELP WANTED

Sublessor needed immediately
hrough May 2006. Only $200
per month plus utilities.
Includes wireless internet Call
Paul @ (708)-710-9176 or
Paul's Mom (708)- 710-7261
11/4
2 bedroom apartment available
for Spring '06 close to campus.
Low utility costs. $260 per person. Parking, trash, and water
provided. Call 217-412-6934
tor more information
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11110
Sublessor needed for Spring
'006. W/0, pnvate bath. walk in
~oset. Club house wltanning, frtness center and game room
Cable, internet and all utilities
nduded $3951mo.217·549-5999
_____________11/18
Sublessor needed for Spnng
('6 $200/month 1202 Garfield.
Call 217-841-1201
1219

FOR RENT

Additional help needed now
through Spring. Transport to
appts, shopping,some light
household tasks, small odd
jobs, filing.348-1550 leave message stating clearly, free hours.
name phone number for a
return call for interview.
_ _ __ _ _ _ 11/11
IBARTENOING! $250/ day
potential.
No
Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
1-800-965-6520 ext. 239
12112

FOR RENT
Available Fall '06, 2-7 bedroom
homes, W/0. NC. No Pets.
345-5037
________________1114
Fall 2006 House across from
campus. 4 people needed.
345-2416.
_____________ 11fl
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPER-

ROOMMATES

TIES NOW LEASING FOR
FALL 2006. 2,3,4,5,6, & 7 BED-

2 Female Roommates Needed.
SP '05. $300/mn. for ALL utilities on 9th St. Call (217)3044640.
_________________
11~

ROOM HOUSES, APTS, AND
DUPLEXES. VIEW . PROPERTIES @ WWW.EIPROPS.COM
OR CONTACT MELISSA @

1 female roommate needed for

345-621 0 or 549-0212.
_________________ 11/4

'"pring 06. $240/month cable
and internet included. First
Street close to campus. Please

Available for Fall 2006: 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom duplex east
of campus. 345-5821 or rcr-

:all217-246-4241
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/4

rentals.com for more info.
__________ _ _11/4

2 female roommates need 3rd.
Aug
06-July
07.
New
duplex.W/0. 10th Street campus side. $300/month, need

For Rent, Girls Only; January 1
or sooner 2 bedroom apt across
from Buzzard. Call 345-2652._
___________ 1118

lease signed by Tuesday,
November 8. Call217-494-7817
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/4

Royal Heights Apartments 3
bedroom, 1 1~ bath, furnished.

Need

2-3

roommates

2nd

FOR

RENT

FALL

FOR RENT
2006:

Millenntum Place. The Atrium.
Courtyard on 9th. Century
Crosstng, Panther Heights.
Campus Edge and the East
View The CLOSEST, mcest &
cleanest apartments around.
Fully
furnished
UNIQUE
PROPERTIES 217·345-5022
11/18
UNIQUE PROPERTIES IS
NOW RENTING FOR FALL
2006. We have many apartments at many different locations for 1,2,3,4&5 people so
close to campus Don't s1gn a
lease for next year w1thout
checking us out! 217-3455022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11118
PANTHER PADS h~~ an 8 BR
house for 06-07. CLEAN &
WELL MAINTAINED Only 1
block from Lantz Call345-3148
for details or check us out at
www.pantherpads.com
11/18
Now renting Fall, Spring 200607 Good location. OSL, furnished plenty storage. No pets.
235-Q405 or 317-3085.

1m
Starting 8/15/06 1, 2, & 4 bedroom apartments available On
campus close to EIU pollee,
locally owned and operated,
clean and nice apartments.
Furnished, some w1th dishwashers. central air, security
lighting, laundry on prem1ses,
guaranteed parking, trash paid.
"This is where you want to live!"
Please call 348-o673 and leave
a message.
12112

1509 Second (behind Subway)
Spring, Fall 2006. Call Becky at

semester
only.
Rent
$350/month( negotiable). 1021
2nd Street. Questions call Pete
@ 309-275-3079
_____11/6

345-Q936.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 1118

lltt~t\tf

2 Bedroom at 1418 13th St. No
smoking, no pets. Reasonable
utilities.
$550 a month

ACROSS
.1rshow staple

Roommate needed for spring

Available Dec 1. 345-3232
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1118

'06. Parking. WID and Internet
included. Furnished. 1056 2nd
St. Call Tracy (n3) 640-1973
11/11

PERSONALS
ATIENTION ALL GRADUATING SENIORS! If you are interested in a yearbook of your senior year. and are not sure how to
pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802
Buzzard Hall, and for only $6
we will mail you a copy In the
Fall when they are published.
Call 581-2812 for more information.

___________00

HELPWAmD
Help
Wanted,
Arcola.
Bartenders, waitress can 2595468 or email to : bapull@ho1mail.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/11

FALL 2006. Two bedroom • two
bath Apartment. W/0 1026
Edgar Or. • two bedroom house
348-5032
----..-------1118
Don't Wait For 2006: Nice apts
& Houses w/Washers & Dryers,
Close to Campus. No Pets.
345-9267
________________
11~

4 6 BR House. 2 BR Apt for
06/07 close to campus 11 mo.
lease.
Partially furnished.
Call Mollie 815-786-4172. No
pets.
___________11/16

.
12 Sktp preceder
15 Catwoman, e g.
16

·o

the cannons
_
thetr rosyflashing muzzles!": Whitman

17 Result of a big

impact
19 Some accountIng entnes:
Abbr.

20 Brand name on
a white bottle

21 "When We
Dead Awaken·
dramat1st
24 Hi-

campus, nice 3-bedroom, 1 and
1/2 bath house with garage,
basement. washer/dryer. $780.
Call (708) 261-5741
___________ 11/17
Nice houses and apartments all
sizes for rent All dose to campus. Good rates.345-6967
________________00

MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION. Basic
Skills Test Math Review. November 8th at 6 pm in the Oakland
Room 3rd Floor of MLK Union. Extensive review of math problems
featured on the Basic Skills Test. EIU Math Department faculty will

RENTALS From $230 to $475
moper person. Ph. 348 7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _00
2006-2007 Very Nice Houses.
Town Houses, and Apartments
for 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 people. All1
to 3 blocks from campus. For
more information call us at 217493-7559
or
go
to
wwwmyeiuhome.com

________________,oo
One bedroom apartments for
August '06-'07. PP&W PROPERTIES
2
EXCELLENT

00
APART-

3554 or 345-n66
_________________00

MENTS· 1,2 &3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE
FOR FALL 05-Q6. PLENTY OF
OFF
STREET
PARKING,
WATER AND TRASH INCLUDED. CALL 345-1266

Girls newly remodeled 5, 6, 7
bedroom homes. 1~ block from
Lantz. Furnished in 10 month
leases. Locally owned and
managed 345-5048.
__________________00

-----------------oo

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES NOW LEASING FOR FALL
2006. 2,3.4.5.6 &7 BEDROOM
HOUSES. APTS, AND DUPLEXES. VIEW PROPERTIES @
WWW.EIUPROPS.COM
OR
CONTACT MELISSA @ 3456210 OR 549-Q212

BUCHANAN

05-Q6 school year. Clean modern apartments and homes
w/some
utilities included.
1,2,3,4,&5 bedrooms WID tn

HOUSES FOR FAU. 3,4,5, & 6
bedroom. Ex. location. Ex. condition Locally owned and managed
345-7286.
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
_________________00
Oldtowne Apartments: 1, 2, 3
Bedroom for Fall 2006. Close to
campus. 4 locations to choose
from . Call 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:00
Available January 2006: Two
BR fumtshed apt. Stove.refrigerator.AIC, $445 single/$250
each roommate. Trash pd. 2003
South 12th Street. Call 3487746
__________________00

29 Peggy Ashcroft
and others

ST

Available for Summer and Fall

__________,oo

some units also. NOT ALL
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. NO
PETSIIII217-345-4494.

___.oo

Fall 2006 - Great selection of
quality houses and apartments.
Close to campus. 1-6 bedrooms - Free high speed
Internet, Free cable TV, Free
phone. www.jbapartments.com
345-6100.
00
EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMICAL! HALF OF DUPLEX APT
WITH 1 BORM LOFT. FURNISHED FOR A SINGLE OR
COUPLE
$385/MO FOR 1
OR $435/MO FOR 2.
1
BLOCK NORTH OF O'BRIEN
FIELD
FOR SHOOL YEAR
2006-Q7. CALL JAN AT 345-

__________________00
Three bedroom apartment 2
blocks from campus. 10 or 11
1/2 month lease. Phone 345-

----------------~00
NEW 6 BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR FALL 2006111 you are a
group of 6 girls looking for the
newest, nicest, and largest 6
bedroom, 3 bath house two
blocks from campus CAll 3456100. Everything included
except electric and water.
375.00
ea.
www.jensenrentals.com

__________________00

FALL 2006- 3 BEDROOM
DUPLEX 2009 11th St. 325.00
www.jensenea.345-6100
rentals.com
__________________00
Uncolnwood Pinetree has 2&3

8350.

BR Apts. available for second
semester. Calf 345-6000

-----------------oo

----------------~00

No. 0923

Edited by Will Shortz

47 Pinups, perhaps
48 Foot bone

31 Numerical prefix 50 ••r.lnter
vv•
Olympics powerhouse: Abbr.
33 Double-check,
say
51 "There's no
32 Negatively

351970's rad1cal

grp.

way"

58 A third of nove

36 Provtder of partial coverage?

59 Old Colony's
neighbor

37 Certatn polit.
party

60 Done, to Donne
61 Spy wear

38 Pope's title

DOWN

40 Concert ending
41 Quince, for one

1 Flight

42 Mtne openings

2 Wrth 4-0own,
some swimsuits

43 Constitution:

ality
28 "Children of the
Tenements•
author

Girls beautiful 2&3 bedroom furnished apartments for fall 2006.
112 block to campus 10 month
lease 345-5048.

348
8249
www.ppwrentals.com

44 Kind of person-

27 China's Zhou

www.jwilliamsrentals .com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT Leasing
now 1 & 2 bedroom units.
Good locations, nice apartments. off street parking,
trash paid. No pets 3457286

LOCATIONS 1 BLOCK AND 1
1~ BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH ST. 1 or 2-person leases. Central heat &
AK':, lAundry facilities Water,
trash service, and off-street
parkmg tncluded. Perfect for
senous students or couples.

Abbr.

SPRING 2006. Jan ..June. By

CIIIPUS CLIPS

lead discussion.

1A

www.charlestonifapts.com
LOOK FOR US FOR 06-07

Jlork
ltmtl
Crossword

FOR REliT

FOR RENT

46 Abbr. in many
French street
names

3 Giant of note
4 See 2-Down
5 Sticker

6 His mate
7 Verdi's • _ tu•

s Raft
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

9 Goose, to
Gregoire

~~~~10 ~~v~
..;;;.+:.:+;,~.&-;;..~ 11 Political adviser

22 Forbes 400 listee

23 Novel subtitled
"The Weaver of
Ravetoe•

24 Bartender
dupers

Richard

25 "Seriously!"
12 It offers bedding
and betting
26 Place out of
sight

18 Defensive
comeback
..:;:+;.:+:;:..a.;:::+..:o~i-ri~.:.l 21

Part of an
underground
spring crop

30 Pseudonymous

doctor
33 "From _to
Mozart" (1980
documentary)

34 Some N.FLers
39 Holdup

54 ~ere Santa

Fe is: Abbr.

43 Aces
45 Spread like
wildfire
47 Gloria
Steinem's •
Playboy Bunny"
49 Broad-topped
hill, in the
Southwest

50 Rock producer
Tal my

55 Dance bit

56 It includes
juillet

57 Super _

52 ·As It Happens"
airer

(GameCube

53 End of peace?

predecessor)
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FEES:

upgrades the computer labs and upgrades
and
install
Technology
Enhanced
''We
the students to use the technology on a regular basis
Classrooms. There are 126 with an additionto get them ready for the workplace after college."
allOO planned to be up and rUCLning in four
M ICHACL H OADLEY, ASSISTANT VICf PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS FOil TKIINOlOCY
years, said Michael Hoadley, assistant vice
president for academic affairs for technology.
"We want the students to use technology on
The "most needed and awarded" of scholThe Union is funded with a $97.15 fee a regular basis to get them ready for the workarships are financial-aid related, Zieren said.
that helps in three areas: fixed, direct Union place after college," Hoadley said.
The Campus Improvement fee of $68.00
In 2004-05, Eastern handed out 1,745.000 and custodial cosrs.
The flXed cosrs range from utilities, debr helps pay off bonded debt the university has
scholarships. This year they plan on giving
service, elevator maintenance to fir« protec- paid for to improve such areas of Eastern as
our 1,927,000, Zieren said.
What seemed Bke centuries ago, insurance tion and support services.
the food court, the Gregg computer lab,
companies would cover a full-time srudent
The direct Union costs include salaries for human services and the REC. This fee also
helped pave the way for the current Panther
until they were 25 years old. Five or six years the staff, supplies, repair and equipmenr.
ago that age was reduced to 23.
The last cosr covers the staff.
card sysrem.
"Basically, we borrow money for building
"There is rarely a day that goes by when
"Now I receive calls from parents informing
me that age is down to 21," said Student Health events are not happening in the Union," Ted things, coUect the fees, and pay off the bondInsurance representative Lennie Heddins.
Hart, assistant direction of the union, said.
ed debt," said Jeff Cooley, vice president for
A $29.65 fee goes toward a bond revenue business affairs.
Because of this, Easrem offers an optional
$73.45 insurance fee that covers students 24/7, that helps operate Eastern's stadium comThe last fee discussed was the Graduate fee
even if they're overseas or out ofscare. Students plexes, the track, the intramural fields, rhe of $2 that funds the National Association of
also have the option of keeping their parents' tennis courts and the weight room, among Graduate and Professional Students, rbe
Graduate Student Advisory Council and the
insurance plan as the primary source while the others.
Eastern insurance plan stands second.
The computer technology fee of $47.85 Graduate Student Exposition Week.

want

CoNn"UIO I OOM P..U I

"(The fee) allows the studems ro come co
see rhe nurses and doctors at no additional fee
and (receive) immunizations such as the flu
vaccine with minor charges," said Eric
Davidson, associate director of Health
Services.
The textbook rental fee, which is only
$7.95 per credit hour, certainly is a bargajn
compared co other major universities where
fees range from $727 to $807 per year.
On top of that, Eastern students don't have
ro worry about trying to sell back their books,
which the director ofTextbook Rental, Carol
Miller, described as "horror stories."
Seventy percent of the departmem's money
comes from student fees for not returning the
books on time, usually implicated after a student drops a class, Miller said.
"$96.08 goes roward the Grant in
AIDS/SEDS fee, and every bit of that goes
toward scholarships," said }one Zieren, director of Financial Aid.

PODCASTING:

STATE
BRIEFS

House rejects veto
override as gun lobby
predicts shutout
T HE AsSOCIATED PRESS

SPRINGFIELD - Srate lawmakers gave the
Blagojevich administration a big yicrory Thursday,
blocking an attempt to resurrect a gun measure and
forcing lawmakers to acknowledge that two other gun
bills are likely dead, too.
An effort ro override Gov. .Rbd Blagojevich's vero ofa
law regarding uansportarion of guns fell just short of
success. The vote was 67-44, bur the override needed 71
VOteS tO pass.
The sponsor said a public relations and lobbying bBrz.
by the governor, law enforcement and gun control
advocates has sralled the gun bills.
"The pressure was amazing, no doubt about ir," said
Rep. Brandon Phelps (D-Norris City). "As of right now,
they're dead."
The measure that failed Thursday would have barred
communities from enacting their own regulations for
tranSporting weapons. The effect would have been to
create one scarewide standard on how to store guns
when driving from place to place.

Police: Suspect for slain Illinois State
student in custody in Atlanta

Though his instructors do not use podcasrs,
Clark said he believes digitally-recorded leecures could be useful to srudents who have difficulty concentrating during "boring" classes.
"This technology firs beautifully into the
place I've established for ir-as a kind ofsafety net for students who miss classes or who
want to rev1ew by listening to my lecture
again," Loewen said.
Bower said she is doubtful her podcasrs
will be abused by students ro intentionally
miss class.
"I take points off ifthey are absent," she said.
Recording her lecrures on an iPod was

PANTRY:
co...'T!Nuro IR()toii'M.t

The pantry does not do anything special

standard Bst of foods it hands out.
Collins said some of the foods are pastas,
soups. macaroni and cheese, cereals and fruits.
Any donations are accepted except nonpackaged foods like homemade jams.
"It's a grear thing; I wish it were more
expanded," Kay Briggs, a volunteer, said.
This year the group Farmers and Hunters
Feeding the Hungry donared dcc:r meat,
which now fills the pantry's rwo coolers,
Collins said.
The food pantry normally receives its food
and other items fiom donations, which may

Lawmaken okay restrictions on
meth-makinc materials
SPRINGFIELD - Illinois lawmakers approved
new resmctions Thursday on the purchase of medicines that can be used to make methamphetamine.
Under the legislation, people who wanr ro buy
Sudafed or certain other cold and sinus medicines would
have to show identification and sign a log. People under
18 could nor buy medicine contaming pseu~
doephcdrine.
The sure senate approvc:d rhc biU unanimously.
Illinois law already requires pham1acies tQ kcc:p certain medicines behind the counter to d1scouragc
shoplifiing and limits the amount char people c:m. buy. •
•

I

'

t

m prepare for the holidays bur does have a

NORMAL- A man in custody in Adanta on an
identity theft charge was called a suspect Thursday by
poBce in the disappearance and death ofan Illinois Scare
University senior whose badly burned body was found
last month in a Mississippi chicken house.
Normal police Lt. Mark Korte said the 27-year-old
Normal man "is involved or has knowledge" of what
happened to Olamide Adeyooye, based on interviews
and evidence collected in an investigation that spans
three stares. Kone declined to elaborate, saying that
information could jeopardize the investigation.
While Korte identified the man as a suspea, no
charges have been filed against him in connection with
the death of Adeyooye, a 21-year-old srudent from the
Chicago suburb ofBerkdey.

..
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s(jghdy difficult ar first for Bower, who
described herself as anything but technology
savvy. She said she finds herself ofi:en recharging the machine's battery and has suspected it
has turned off.
Currently, the loaned iPod is being
repaired because it was dropped on the floor
a few weeks ago, Bower said.
Loewen, who bad been fmliliar with iPods
before being loaned one from CATS, has a
less &fficulr rime using the technology.
"Nothing could be simpler," Loewen said.
He explained that only a few steps were
involved: plugging the iPod into a mini-jack
and a microphone component. However. he
sometimes forgets co press off the iPod's "bold
button" when plugging in the microphone,

which prevents the machine from recording.
While Loewen and Bower say they believe
their podcasts can be helpful ro srudents,
both think a physical presence of the teacher
and students in the classroom is an integral
parr of learning.
"I fear that when (students) Bsren to a leecure at home, it m1ght wash over them like
the music they Bsren to on their radios,"
Loewen said. "[n the classroom, students
bave no choice but to focus on me."
CATS provide podcast training for Eastern
instructors and facilitate an interface m help
upload the audio. More instructors \viii be
able to test iPods m the classroom setting
next semester. So F.u, two are signed up,
Gibson said.

come from a deceased person's pantry or
money from money left in a will, she said.
Children also ask people to donate to the
pantry in Heu of receiving gifts.
Collins said she buys fOOd fiom a food bank.
Buying at the food bank does nor COSt the
pantry anything. since the government runs it.
She also buys items from discount stores
like Save-A-Lor and Aldi.
Volunteers are wdcome, as long as they
can work Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
from 1:30 to 4 p.m, she said.
Most volunteers are retirees from the community who are available during those rimes.
Collins said she has about 30 workers to
choose from a month.
Even coUcge students are gening in on the
act- Lambda Cb.i Alpba fraremity recendy

held a community food drive for the pantry.
When students go home for breaks, they
bring over any leftover unopened food. The
pantry is just about finished using last May's
donations, Collins said
For this holiday SCl.SOn, Collins encourages
residents ro "buy some extra food for the
food pantry as you do your holiday shopping
and feel free to donate."
Another way for the pantry to buy items is
through monetary donations or government
grants such as the United Way and the
Emergency Food and Shelter Grant.
It cakes ar least $2,000 a month ro keep
the shelves stocked.
"DoUars and cents are always welcomed,"
Collins said. "I always embraa: any food item,
or toiletry thar people are not able to get."

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER
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ROMP:
shors," said Edwards about her three
point shooting. "h just happens on our
team when we run rhe offen~e. we
always look to \Core or rake ir to rhe ba~
ker. take it in and go all the way, or rake
it in and kick it out. Jr gives us options
to shoot the ball and score."
Scoring is something that Eastern
had difficulty with early on in both
halves, but was able to use a 22-5 run in
the 6rsr half to open the game up.
Sallee and company used a full-court
press for mosr of the game, which resulted in some easy lay-ups and fast break
opportunities, along with many forced
turnovers.
"The thing that 1 told the team at the
end of the game was that the other team
was worn down and that's what (this
system) is supposed to do," he said.
Senior guard Megan Sparks had a
game-high 14 poinrs in only 26 minutes
of action, as she was hampered with foul
trouble in the first half and spent the last
10 minutes on rhe bench. Edwards conrribured 11 points and dished our 4
assisrs to lead the ream.
Newcomers, like Edwards, junior
guard Amanda Maxedon, freshmen
guards Kara Kramer and Ellen Canale
and freshman forward Rachel Galligan,
all contributed to the win.
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kTo their credit, what I recruited IS
what th<..J• brought with them. I liked
what I saw out there and I think ew•ybody's excited about what rhese new
kids are bringing ro the table."
The bench acrually our-scored the
starting five, 39 m 37. Sallee said he is
not sold on one parricular lineup, but is
more concerned about rewarding play·
ers with their pracrice efforrs by inserting them in rhe starring lineup.
"I think you saw ronighr we really
didn't lose a whole lor with our substitu·
cions," he said.
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NOTE:

After loss, team believes nothing
will be 'overhauled' this weekend
BY MARCO SANTANA

STI\ff RFPORTfR

The Southeast Missouri Ralhawks used a .317.129 hitting advantage to drop che P.mthers to
cheir second straight loss in a 3-0 sweep on
Wednesday night.
"We srruggkxi defensively." said head coach Lori
Bennett. "'They ran a very f.ast offense. Ir was diffi..
rulr to block so ir was di.ffirult to play defense."
The loss drops the Panthers into rh.i.rd place in
the Ohio Valley Conference for the 6rsr time this
season. It also leaves them in the position of needing hdp to earn a first-round bye in the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament at Lantz Arena
Nov. 18-20.
The Ralhawks {13-14, 9-4) are in fifth plaa:.
The top five teams have clinc:bed berths in the
tournament and will spend the rest of the season
jockeying for posicion in the seeding.
The Panthers (14-7, 10-3) are in their first losing streak since losing three Straight Sept. 9-16.
Eastern wrapped up its five-game going 2-3
road trip and concluded its road season ar 5-5.
The wear and rear of the road is something the
Panthers will DOL miss.
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"We're absolutely excited to get back home,"
Bennett said.
Eastern returns co LanrzArena on Friday ro play
against Tennessee Tech, a 2-10 team that rook the
Panthers to five games on Oct. 8 in Cookeville,
Tenn.
"They played us rough at their place," Bennett
said. "(And) they've improved over rhe season."
Even though the Panthers have lost three offour
marches, Bennett is not concerned with che systems that rhey are running.
"Nothing needs to be overhauled. We're fine."

CoNJt>IU!O I ROM ....a

"We got a good c:fforr our then:."
And the game-like praaiccs helped Robinson
fed relaxed instead of feeling like a newcomer in
hi~ first collegiate game.
. "I was really comfortable," he said. "I didn't
h.m: any jitters because practice has been so
inrcnsc."
Miller, making his Eastern coaching debut,
said his team struWed a lime defensively when ir
came to defending the pick-and-roll and dribble
penetration. Despite che mishaps, Eastern srill
limited the Prairie Stars to just 30.3 percent
shooting from the 6dd.
Senior forward Curtis Collins and junior
guard Corey Fanner led Illinois-Spring6eld wich
11 points each in the loss.
Eastern took control of the game early something that may have caused some problems
later, Gomes said.
"We started offon a really good nore," he said.
"We knew '\VC bad to play defense and rake control in the game's 6rsr ten minutes."
The stifling Panther defense led to forced shots
and turnovers for Dlinois-Springfidd, and as a
result, Eastern pitched a shutout for the games
fir..~ 4 minures and 20 seconds, as they jumped
out ro a 15-0 lead.
After the Prairie Stars get their fust basket, a
three-poinr basket. the Panthers began to srruggle
against the full-court pressure. lllinois--Springfidd

University Union Bowling Lanes

COSMIC BOWLING
Friday & Saturday Night
9:30pm - 12:30am
Phone: 581-7457

Eastern filinois Uni~ersity

12

forced 11 6rsr half turnovers, including eight off
ofsteals.
But Easrem ~ron a 14-2 run in just over
three minutes, wich its three fieshmen combining
for 12 of the points. A Robinson ~pointer,
his second in the run, pur Easrem up 32-12. In
the span, Robinson scored eight points, all conserurivdy.
In the end, the Panthers regrouped and are
primed to continue improving. Miller said
"I told them '\VC had one game in the b4ilok and
now we have something to build on," he said
"We did enough good things tonight where we
can rake a srep."
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Poteete Property Rental
Check us out at
www.poteeterentals.com

Now leasing for the 06-07 School year!l!
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MEN'S SOCCER

Conference bottom dwellers
battle to keep hopes alive
Eastern still eligible
for postseason with
win Saturday

as we have played rhis year."
The series record favors Evansville, with
the Purple Aces posting a 7-1 0-4 record
against Eastern. and winning last year at
Lakeside Field 2-3 in overtime. Evansville's
record this season should give Eastern some
boost of confidence going into the game,
Evansville has yet to win a conference game
this season but IS in prime position to play
posr-se-.lSon spoiler for the Panthers.
"They have got nothing co lose and wilJ
probably take a great deal of pride in messing
us up, so that is what we have to fight
against," Howarth said. "However, I feel very
confidenr with the: team and the players we
have. It is just a question of how we are moving rhar day."
Evansville's field is a composite grass
material and the Panthers have been preparing this week leading up to the game by having their practices in the evening under rhe
lights of O'Brien Stadium, so they're ready
for rhe increased speed of play at Black
Beaury Field.
"I told the guys it was going ro be a tough
week; we have been going later in the
evenings practicing on the football field to
kind of pick up the speed of playing on a
fast surface," Howarth said. "For Saturday,
all we can do is win our game and hope the
odds go in our favor."
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The Panthers are coming off a three-game
home losing srreak and will need co beat lastplace Evansville to set their Missouri Valley
Conference pos~eason gear) in motion.
Eastern (4-9-2, J-4-1) b currendy ranked
seventh out of eight teams in the Missouri
Valley Conference, however rhe Panthers are
still pomeason eligible. Wirh a win Saturday
over eighth-ranked Evansville (2-13-1. 0-6-0)
and a \Xestern Kentucky loss or rie against
Drake on Sarurday. the Panrhers will claim
the sixth and final spot in rhe MVC tournament.
Panthers Head Coach Adam Howarth
knows rhis is the most important game the
Panther) will play this season and will not
rake the Purple Aces lightly.
"I think it is hard co figure wbar team is
going ro show up; rhey have obviously had
issues with the team, with the coach resign·
ing," Howarth said. "They are a very competitive team, so a wm is definitely nor guaranteed - we have to come our and play as well
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r:very game, the ligers have gone into the
locker room on a down note: after coming out
strong in the opening quarrer. TSU, which
has only two senior srarters, has been
outscored 67-0 in the second quarter in
2005.
The ligers are picking a bad time to play
the top defensive umt in the OVC that the
coaching staff credits being the major reason
Eastern bas won its last two games.
"(Our defense is) playing with a determination co get the offense the ball sr:veral
times a game and it's remarkable," Eastern
head coach Bob Spoo said. "They would've
had a shutout (in last week's 27-6 win versus
Tennessee-Manin) if bad not been for a
blocked punt."
Linebacker Clint Sellers, who was named
OVC Defensive Player of the Week, and
safety Tristan Burge, who has an inside track
on being named the top defensive player in
the league, lead the Panther defense.
"I think (Tristan's) got a serious shoe at it
of anyone on our team because of the eyeopening plays he's made this season," Eastern
defensive coordinator Roc Bellantoni said.
Those I:Wo will have their eyes on ligers
star tailback Javarris Williams. The freshman
is averaging nearly 84 yards per game and is
the only skill posicion player that has been
consistent for TSU this season.
"I cold him that he was going to have to
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"We want to improve the
passing game so that we are

Illinois opens season with win

not one-dimensionaL"

T HE AsSOC1Alf0 PRESS

Boa Sroo, HEAO COACH

carry the load because of all the players that
we losr," Webster said.
Eastern's offense has currendy rested on
the shoulders of junior tailback Vincent
Webb. The St. Louis native has rushed for
100 yards in each of the last four games (aJJ
Eastern victoric::;) and needs only 45 yards to
crack the Top l 0 in career rushing at Eastern.
Tennessee State's opponents have run che
ball for an average of I 67 yards per game.
However, Spoo and company understand
that a solid run/pass combination must be
clicking if they intend on winning its final
three games.
"We want to improve the passing game so
that we are nor one-dimensional," Spoo said.
One of the ways of doing that was showcased last week against Tenn essee-Martin.
The Panthers tried a number of designed
option plays for quarterback Mike Donato to
use his skills running and passing.
"We feel like if we can get the defense
guessing like that, we can get M ike more
comfortable back there," H utson said.
"Whatever ir takes to win."
Game time is set for 6 p.m. and is at the
Coliseum, home of the NFI.:s Tennessee
lirans.

CHAMPAIGN- Freshman Jamar Smith's
outside shoonng and James Augustine's work
under the basket led Dlinois to an 82-60 viaory over Illinois Wesleyan in an exhibition game
Thursday night.
The lllini, last season's national runner-up,
broke &om a 41-41 tie with a 17-5 nm midway through the sex:ond half to defeat the
lirans, picked m several preseason poUs as the
top team in Division ill.
Smith hit rwo 3-pointers during the run and
led the lllini with 16 points. He was 6-of-9 from
the field, including 3-of-5 from 3-point range.
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dering who the playen are; ir leaves you wondering about how quiddy the Panthers can
embrace the offi:nsive and defensive schemes
new head ooach Mike Miller has implemented.
Sure there are new faces in unifOnn - three
fu:shmen and one ju-ro rransftt But its the guys
who were the suits who will faa: the most DUriny.
Like Sallcc's ream, the Panthci men start the
season with dm:e road~ in I0 days - a
ttip beginning at Xavier and ending ar Wc:stem
Dlinois with a quick srop in St. Louis in

Augustine scored 15 points on layups. free
throws and one nifiy turning jumper. I:>tt
Brown, the only other player back &om the Fmal
· Four run, had eight points and seven assists.
Wesl<.:yan, located in Bloomington, about 50
miles west of the Dlinois campus. was led by
Adam Dauksas and Keelan Amdianovich, each
with 13 points.
The litans could have had a halftime lead if
they had been more successful &om the free
throw line. They were 7-for- I 5 in the first half
and 16-for-27 for the game. An 8-2 run pulled
Wesleyan within 24-22 with 5:36 remaining.
but the Illini responded with a 9-3 run and led
37-31 at halftime.

between.
Initial srruggks or succcsse:s will seem bF
because ofall the changes the basketball teams

have undergone.
But instead c£gforifying or damning eidYr c£
these n:ams too SIOOO, take a deep breath. Pur the
ramen away and make yourself a pot roasr..
Foods, like opinions, are much betterafier
spending rime on them.
Dan WoikL' is a smiQrjornnalism mafrn: Ifyqu
nmJ rq tdJ him Jmv wrong (or briiGant or hand~) k is, andyqu nmJ rq do it quidtJy. gttyour
instllnt grtrtifo:ation by tmailing him ar
Woikda@hotmail.com.
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If there is one defining thing
about this generation, our generation, irs a need for instant gratifi-
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Illinois University, Charleston

BASKETBALL SEASON OPE ER

TZ

FRESH START AT
Men's team,
freshmen guard
start year on
high note

Women's team
opens with nine
new players and
a romp

BY D ANWOOO:

BY MAn DANIELS

SPOR'TS REPORTER

STAFF REPORTER

The Panthers' men's basketball
ream's exhibition 85-61 win over
Illlnois-Springfidd was expected.
Freshman guard Mike Robinson's performance Thursday night at Lantt
Arena was not.
Robinson was a perfect 3-for-3
&om beyond the three-point line and,
along with junior guard Josh Gomes,
led all scorers with 18 points each.
Robinson also dished out a game--high
seven assists.
Sophomore center George Tandy
scored 17 poincs with eight rebounds
and three blocked sho~ in the win.
Freshman forward Billy Parrish and
sophomore center Jake Byrne each
scored I 0 poin~ to round our the
Panthers' double-digit scorers.
Eastern head coach Mike Millei
said while the Panthers didn't play as
good as possible, they did enough to
make him happy.
"1 thought we· did a good job of
playing like we practiced," he said.

Eastern head coach Brady Sallee
can sleep a little bit easier- at least for

cation.

This is why we microwave Hot
Pockets instead of broiling a pot
roast. It's why we pound beers
and take shoes instead ofletting
inebriation come slowly and naturally.
We want immediate satisfaction (and girlie action).
Bur to quote one of the most
insightful, poetic and brain-damaged minds of our time, Axl
Rose, "All we need is a little
patience."
With those rocking words in
mlnd, let's make a pact not to
rush any juclgrnencs about either
Eastern basketball team because
even after a pair ofexhibition
games Thursday night at Lantz
Arena, we really don't know
much.
Starting with the Panther
women, at first look one question
immediately shoocs from your
brain to your lips -Who are
these people?
The team consistS of just five
players from last year's roster.
Tdemarketing firms have higher
retention rates.
However, adding new faces to
a team that finished 2004 with a
10-17 record (including 3-13 in
the Ohio Valley Conference}
probably isn't a bad thing. But,
the thing abour new blood is it
needs time to get comfortable.
Ir would be foolish to expect
the Panthers to run opponentS
our of Lantz like they did in
their 76-40 ahibirion win
against Missouri-St. Louis
Thursday.
By the time OVC play tips off
in early December, the women's
team will already have! had games
against USC, Hawaii, illinoisChicago and Cincinnari.
Common sense would say the
Panthers would be lucky to win
one of those four games, and four
losses doesn't mean the team is
terrible. It means the rwo juniorcollege transfers and six freshmen
will have played in rougher environments and against more talent
than they will see in the OVC.
With the mens ream, the exhibition game against lllinoisSpringfidd doesn't leave you wonS£E
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Mike liner woa his first came bJ 24 points as Eastem's aew head coach on
TbundaJ •ictrt·

tonight. The Panthers opened up the
exhibition portion of the season as
they blew past Missouri-St. Louis 7640, forcing the ruverwomen into 30
turnovers and holding them to 28
percent shooting.
Eastern was a little less sloppy as
they committed 20 rumovers, 10 in
each hal£
"Last night when I didn't sleep, I
was laying there thinking this is what
we need to do," Sallee said.
Freshman guard Megan Edwards,
who buried two key three-pointers in
the second half ro expand Eastern's
lead to 20 after UMSL drew to within 14, was happy to get the first game
our of the way.
"A lor of nerves are gone," she said.
·we were all nervous before the game,
but now it's over and we realize how
well we came out.
"Thats always been one of my key
Sf£
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Panthers put top spot on the line
BY MA1THEW STEVENS
ASSCX"IATE SPORTS EDITOR

ERIC HILTNEa 'THf IWlY EASTERN NEWS

.rullior wide receiver Charles Owen breaks free from TenntssH-lbrtin's
senior free safety Chad McMahan durinc Saturday's came at O'Brien Stadium.
This weekend the hnthen plaJ Tenneuee State, 11 thtJ art in the middle of
plaJinc three Tenneuee ttamaln a row, which ends with Teaneuee Tech nut
week.

SATURDAY'S GAME
Eldin ..... (£>.2, S.O! Q TeiMaM Stall (2-6. 1·11
laiC p-= Eu6enl W 2£>.7 VJ. lennt'$se&-Mllnm, r.a.ss. StahiLJ1 · 11 VJ. Solmford

Staadftls: faltlenl 1st pl.xe • 0 b.xl< IOVQ, TtataM Stat. 6lh pbce • 3
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Statistically, Eastern must like what
it sees in this weekend's match up as it
looks to make it six in a row Saturday
night at Tennessee State.
Throughout the first eight games,
the first-place Panthers have been
strong in everything the 1igers have
failed in.
However, Eastern does realize that
this team must win its final three
games of the season to clinch nor only
its first Ohio Valley Conference
championship since 2002, bur a trip
to the 1-M playoffS as well.
uwe will see everybody$ best shot
from here on and we have to prepared
for a team's best game," Eastern offensive coordinator Mark Hutson said.
Eastern ranks first in the conference in turnover margin, scoring
offense, rushmg defense and pass efficiency defense. All of these statistics
represent march-up problems for the
1igers as they prepare for its
Homecoming game in the nation's

home of country music.
The most important issues con~ming Tennessee Stare and first-year
head coach James Webster are its ability to hold on ro and move the ball.
Turnovers have plagued the 1igers
all season as they have committed an
average of three per game (I 13th in
the nacon of 116 schools) and had 2
costly fumbles that led to a pair of
short wuchdown scoring drives of l I
and 19 yards in their 31-11 loss last
week to Samford.
"We pur ourselves in a bad position
&om the beginning with our mistakes," Webster said. "You cannot give
a good team the opportunities like we
did..
The other problem is an offense
that has been less than stellar in 2005.
Currently, TSU ranks fifth to last in
the nation in scoring by only putting
up 13.6 points per game.
Momentum may be key in an emcr
tiona! Homecoming game and, with
that, one key stat can't be ignored. ln
SEE
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So long Tupperware and candles,
x-rated toys are taking over
BY LINDSEY DUNTON

I VERGE REPORTER
I PHOTO EDITOR

IUUsntATION BY DANIEl WIUIAMS

Man~ women

nave

abandoned che traclicional Tupperware
parry in exchange for learning how to use a dildo correctly.
Sex toy parties are among che latest trends with women.
'ifhc purpose of the parties is to give women informacion
about sex toys available on che market and allow them to
purchase; sex produas confidentially. Some sex coy parties
even teach proper use of the merchandise.
Setting up a sex coy parry is simple. The most well-recognized seJt toy party companies, Slumber Parties, Passion
Parties and Pajama Parties,
party" o n their Web sites.

all have an option to "book a

SEE SEXY PAGE 6
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••• different folks: If sex toys
are for the ladies, then what do
the men getl Our experts have
the answer. We'll spoil the
surprise, 1t's porn. Nothing says
fun like sitting in a dark room
with a bunch of guys. Page 2

Animated: For years Huey
Freeman has filled the comic
pages with better insights on race
relations than our last five
presidents combined. Now he
and the rest of "The Boondocks"
take on Adult Swim. Page 3

Saw sequel: How do you please

the fans of a suspense/horror
movie with a cult following?
Churn out a sequel the following
year of course. Apparently the
gore is down, but the suspense is
still there. Page 3
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Man's guide: We know men
don't use mstructions but for our
own self servmg purposes we're
offering a list of ways to pretty
them up so they can catch the
world's most elusive creatures women. Page 5
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Harder Guster: Eastern found
out firsthand that the soft, mostl)
acoustic Guster fans know is
g1ving way to harder music. .. and
it was good. At least according to
our editor, but she's been drunk a
lot lately. Page 7

THELIST
You say a sex toy party Isn't your ~tyle. That's OK, we came up with

~me c~lternc~tiv~

for your

u~o~tifoShl '"~·

• Pet Rock Party

Cleaner than a breathlns pet party.
The-.e little boogers can get out of hand, so they sure do make for one wild party.

the~.

A. Voodoo Doll Party

Pedro Cerrano and Jobu wtll be
Wlllyo ul
Nothing says friendship like sitting in a group, stabbing dolls that resemble your enemies.

A Pants Party

ll~e

SLEEP IN, EAT OUT
SERVING BREAKFAST UNTIL 2 P.M.
EVERY DAY.

Best pick-up
ever!
We really are having a party in our pants, and Eastern is invited.

7"' & Madison • 1 block North of the Courthouse . 345-7427

A. Delicious Bass Party

The fl..., not the lnltrument.
We caught one, and ~e're going to eat it. Why not add some beer to the mix and make it a sweet night to remember?

A 'On the Verge' Party

Beaute we're superficial and desperate for attention.

Feeble attempts at humor, crude language, partial nudity and crinkle-cut French fries. This one has it aiL

HE SAIDSHE SAID

Different strokes...
PORN OR PLAY THINGS

NOT FOR CHILDREN
BRIAN

P. O'MALLEY

lAURA M. GRIFHTli
\£RGE lOITOR

I've never _purchased a sex toy in my life,
and ir doesn't seem that I ever will. lr seems ro
me that girls tend to buy more sex toys and
they buy them for many different reasons.
One reason is that some girls need them the
way guys don't.
But then rhere's porn. Everyone knows that
guys buy more than girls, and again, they buy
them for different reasons.
I have many fond memories of watching
porn with a group of guys and also watching
porn with a co-ed group.
l've noticed when it's just a bunch of guys
watching a skin flick; each guy makes
obscene comments and laughs at the screen,
most of the time ro avoid the awkwardness
of being semi-aroused when there are onJy
guys in the room.
I've noticed the girls that watch with us
seem less tense and laugh playfully, and sometimes even get grossed out by a few scenes.
As far as sex coys go, I've seen those magazines rhat sell all rypes of toys for guys. For the
most part, it doesn't seem wonh the money.
I've seen a special on TV about life-sized sex
dolls and how, ac first, they only made female
dolls to sell ro men. But then women complained about the lack of male dolls and then,
of course, male dolls were made.
To me, having one of those dolls sitting in
your house it just plain creepy. If I had one, I
wouldn't know where to put it; I wouJdn't
know if I h ave to dress it or not because I
heard some guys do dress them.
T he sex toy world is still a foreign world to
me and I dUnk it's going to stay that way.

It's hard to imagine a room filled wirp guys sining
around while- playing "pas.~ the dildo," a game played at sex
roy parries, which arc growing in popuJarity with women.
It's almost as hard to imagine women constantly
watching pornography for sexual pleasure.
Each gender seems to have a different realm of pleasure
when it comes ro sexuality.
Although some women do watch porn for pleasure,
most of the women I have known watch it more for the
enrenainmenr factor and for a good laugh.
However, upon browsing the Internet, I found that
women are a growing market for the porn industry,
which some people credit to shows Like "Sex and the
C ity," whiCh have made women more comfortable with
their sexuality, therefore increasing the popuJarity of sex
toy parties as well.
A survey of more than 10,000 women conducted by
www.queendom.com reponed that only 6 percent of
women have not been exposed to porn in their lives, as
opposed to the I percent of men who haven't.
Of the women who use porn, 22 percent prefer co
watch it with a significant other, compared to only 10
percent of men who use porn in that same setting.
Is it because they wish to get their fires burning hotter
or to cater to their partner's pleasure rather than. their own?
My hypothesis wouJd be the laner, judging by women
I have known who have admined to doing so.
"Men are more visual when it comes to attraction," said
Debbie Madgid, a New York relationship psychologist, in
a PRNewswire story tided "The Naked Truth: What
America Does Behind the Shower Cunain."
While men might enjoy watchin g someone pleasure
themselves, women seem to be more hands on, which
might anribute to the fact that sex toy parties, like
Passion Parties, have increased to over ten times as popular as they were last year.
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GAME REVIEW

This fire's ere
not so hot comes
BY MATT POLl

I VERGE REPORTER

Role playing games have become much more difficult
and confusing, which is evidenr in Fire Emblem; Path of
Radiance, for Nintendo Gamecube.
Like any other RPG, it is
detailed with a dramatic sroryline,
which gets the player involved in
the game for hours on end.
However, this game's storyline is
way too drawn out with a ridiculous
amount of talking by the characters,
which means the player has to read
until he's bored our of his mind.
Fire Emblem:
And if the player skips past all
Patb of
the boring talk, he might miss an
Radiance
important tip for battle.
For Nintendo
The player starts off with an
army, weak and inexperienced,
Ga~ecube
known as the Greil Mercenaries,
who are on the path to qestroy the
out of
enemies, the Daeins and the Daein
Four Riders.
As the game progresses, the main character, Ike, is
the commander of the army the player is givl'n.
Fire Emblem: Path of Radiance is much like a combination of the board game Risk and the video game
Final Fantasy.
Both the player and the enemy take turns moving
characters a designated amount of spaces into position
for battle until two opponents meet and actual fighting begins.
How the player's character will do against the enemy
is based on a number of factors: the character's level,
the character's experience, the number of attack points
the character has, the character's weapon, and more.
After trying to strategically place character:s on the
map, the player then bas to decipher the ·player's and
enemy's statuses to make sure his character will defeat
the enemy without sustaining significant damage.
When an enemy is defeated, the player's character
gains experience points. After 100 points, the character gains a leveLin status and becomes stronger, but .if
an enemy defeats a player's soldier, that character is
gone forever.
The chapters are probably the coolest thing about
the game because it puts Ike and the Greil Mercenaries
in a different scenario during each chapter.
One chapter involves invading the enemies' castle,
whereas, another chapter forces Ike and his army to
defend their castle.
During each of these chapters, the game will allow
the player to read a tutorial of bow co go into the
upcoming battle, which is extremely helpful and should
be read, otherwise the player may lose characters.
Fire Emblem: Path of Radiance leaves many questions unanswered that are not discussed in the instruction booklet.

**

BY MATT

Pou

I VERGF REPORTER

"The Boondocks," the syndicated
comic strip that satirically cackles issues
of race, poverty and policies, has been
given life in the form of an animated
show on Carroon Nerwork's Adult Swim.
"The Boondocks" is syndicated in rhe
The Daily Eastern N(WS via Universal
Press Syndicate and is available online ar
www.ucomics.com.

According to the Web site, creator
Aaron McGruder makes this comic scrip
to reflect racial diversity and the complexity of today's world.
"Combining childhood antics with
contemporary political and social satire,
the strip explores the terrain where
dashikis and Brand Nubian CDs meet
The Gap and Hanson," according to
www.ucomics.com.
Senior communication studies major
Justin Hlavin reads "The Boondocks"
about three times a week.
'Tm happy there's a political carroon
making fun of Bush," Hlavin said.
Although Hlavin admitted he doesn't
understand the point "The Boondocks"
is trying ro make most of the time, he
still reads it.
''I'm sure ir makes sense to someone, bur
it's usually over my head," Hlavin said.

"The Boondocks" animated cartoon
will have essentially the same characters
as the comic strip.
Huey Freeman, the main character, is
the radical scholar and is the eternally
scornful champion of the dispossessed,
according to www.ucomics.com.
Riley Freeman, Huey's younger brother, is "the brash product of a popular
black culture obsessed with gangsters,"
the site said. Caesar, Huey's best friend,
is a rambunctious and fun-loving child
from Brooklyn who wants to become a
rapper, and then there's Granddad,
Huey's grandfather, who is older chan
dirr and is aggravated constantly by
Huey and his friends, according to
www.adultswirn.com.
Adult Swim will air the first of a series
of 15 cartoons starring on Nov. 6.
Check local listings for running rimes.

*

MOVIE REVIEW

Less gore, more suspense
BY KRISTIN BORN

I VERGE REPORTER

The first rime around in 2004's "Saw,"
the villain's identity wasn't revealed until
lace in the movie, bur in this year's "Saw
II" he is a main character.
"Saw IF is a 93-minure horror/thriller
R-rared movie that delivers non-srop
action and hair-raising thrills.
Darren Lynn Bousman takes a sear in
"Saw" director James Wan's chair ro
helm "Saw ll." Leigh Whannell, writer
of 2004's "Saw" contributed to the writing of "Saw II" also.
In the movie, eight unlucky individuals are locked in a booby-napped house
and are forced ro participate in Jigsaw's
{Tobin Bell) latest game in order ro
escape death from poisonous gas.
In "Saw ll," viewers are able co dearly
see the identity of Jigsaw, the man
behind it all, and hear his reasoning for
his twisted actions. Jigsaw's words are
spoken heartlessly with cleverness and
are to be taken Hterally.
The way Jigsaw looks and sounds

•

Saw II:

Donnie Wahlberg,

Shawnee Smith, Tobin Bell

****
out of
. ., .,
adds to the intensity of the action and
suspense sending chills up viewers'
spines with every new obstacle placed
before those affected by his game.
Focus is drawn to rwo members in his
game, Amanda (Shawnee Smith) and
detective Eric Mason (Donnie Wahlberg).
Amanda, the only individual to escape
one of Jigsaw's games in "Saw," returns
in "Saw II" playing a tough, experienced

~

and persistenr role.
Detective Eric Mason, father of
Daniel (Erik Knudsen), one of the individuals locked in the house, becomes
manipulated by Jigsaw's games face-toface with the mastermind hirnsel£
The editing of the movie was done
well. Throughout the movie, the focus
is split berween those in the lockeddown house struggling for life and
police officials at Jigsaw's control center
rrying to track the location of the
locked-down house.
Even with the switch of where the
focus was directed, the movie ran
smoothly with much dariry.
The gore in "Saw II" fails co live up
to that of "Saw," bur remains captivating. There is not as much blood and
guts as in the first, yet there is enough
present ro get viewers disgusted.
The effects involved with the gore
were visually pleasing in the sense that
they gave a stomach knotting, headturning effect, all of which a horror
movie rightfully should e~cail.
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The rea ity of being
colorblind
B'r MICHAEL PETERSON

I VII(Gl RlPORllR

When most people hear the rerm "colorblind," they dUnk
a person wirh this affiie~ion sees everything in black in
whire, almosr like an old movie. Bur char is nor rhe realiry of
colorblindness. While it is possible to be completely colorblind, it is extremely rare.
Most people who are ..colorblind" just have problems differentiating berween rwo colors. According co Gary Frirz,
biological sciences professor, rhe most common form of colorblindness is red/green colorblindness, which means rhe
person has trouble disunguishlng berween rhe colors red and
green.
Males are more likely ro be colorblind than females
because the genes char detect rc:d and green colors are located in the X chromosome, Fritz said.
Men have: only one X chromosome while: women have
rwo, so if the color receptors arc: damaged in the male X
chromosome, that person will be colorblind.
Women, on the ocher hand, have rwo X chromosomes, so
if one is damaged, rhey have: another one: as a back up.

Color defldendea
I. Acquired-{:hronlc illnesses that can cause colorblindness
include· AlzheimN'~ disease, diabetes mellitus, glaucoma,
IC'ukemia, liver dt<~eaw, chronic alcoholism, macular degeneration, multtple )('(ero~i\, Parkinson's disease, sickle cell anemia,
retinttis pigmcntosis
2. Congenttal- The pcr~on 1s born wtth the problem.
+ Anomalous trichmmacy-P<ltient uses ihree colors oi light to
matc.h all colors, but tn dilfcrent proport•ons.
+Protanomaly-Pc~tient ~t.'CS red c.ol<?rs more weakly.
+Ocutcranoma/y-Pallent sees green colors more weakly.
+ Tntimom.lly PcJIIcnt has confuston between blue and green,
and )ellow-gr£:Cn and V1olct

+ Oichromacy-PatiC'nt requ1res two colors of light-either red or
green plus blue-to mateh the color spectrum as they see it.
+ Protanopta-Patient has a deiective perception of red and confusion of red w1th green or bluish green.
+ Dcuteranopta-Patient has in~~nsitivity to green.
+ Tritanopta-Patlent has Inability to discern blue and yellow.
+Monochromacy-The patient cannot ~ee any colors.
+Rod monochromaq-Vi\IOn 1n hghts of normal intensity IS diillcult.
+Achromatopsia-Severe congcmtal deiiCiency in color perception.
hUp l/www.wikipedia.Otg

''The math makes (colorblindness) much more common
in males," Frirz. said.
In face, 8 percent of males are colorblind, but only 1 percent of females are, according to prevencblindeness.org.
Nita Shrader, administrative nurse, said 1:-{eaJch Services
has an eye exam charr in the building that checks for color~
blindness among ocher eye problems.
In the past five years, one or rwo students have come in co
rhe clinic to get their eyes checked and discovered they were
colorblind, but most already know.
"Usually by chat age: people: are aware whether they are
colorblind or not," Shrader said.

There are ways for color-blind people to adapt despue
their disabiliry. For example, even though .one might have
red/green colorblindness, he will still be able to read most
stoplighrs by knowing the order of the lighrs from top ro
bortom. The red lighr is on the rop; the green is on the botcom.
In some cases, color-blind people even have a few advantages over ochers. Hunters that are colorblind are able to see
their prey hidden in confusing backgrounds better than
other hunters, and in the military, colorblind soldiers sometimes can see through camouflage that fools everyone dse,
according ro wilcipedia.org.

and check out
our ad specials
1xs ads for $25
This is a great way to get your name in front of thousands of students for one amazing price.
This special is terrific for embarrassing your friends on their birthdays.

Space Saver· $100
This special is ideal for a small advertising budget. We offer unlimited advertising in our
newspaper for one low price. The DEN has open space that could be used by your business.

RSO Special · 1X3 for $12
Th1s special is specifically designed to help your Registered Student Organiza1ion publicize the
events and causes that make it unique. Also, advertising with us can help you attract attention
and gain membership from thousands of students.

Verge · 2n for $12
The Verge, our weekend entertainment guide, is back on Fridays. The Verge, along with this great
special, is a perfect venue for advertising weekend entertainment and events for your business

CaD S8I·28I6 to speak with
your friendly DEN ad rep

Half-oR Mondays
All Monday display ads are reduced 50% when you advertise on Fridays (when used with contract
and open rates). This offer is not valid with any other special.
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Dress to impress
Fashion is about expressing yowsdf
and making yowsdf fed good. bur lets
&a: ir, its also about attraaing a significant olhcr.
Men should be fashion oonscious,
but too much primping is just as bad, if
not worse, rhan nor primping at all
Avoid tanning, maniruring and hair
coloring to rhe c:xtrcme. looking &sbionablc is all in the fit. Fit your style, fit
your individuality, and mosr imponantly, fir your body.
You don't have to be a mall rar to
dress wdl And, irs noc where you buy.
bur what you buy. Auain your best
attire by toSSing appaid into a cart next
to your ~n of milk and loaf of bread,
ifneed be, just oonsider the following:

TIIIJDIEDIBI.E IW COffl£X
VS. ADWARF DiSAmR
The perfect fir on your body is key
no matter the style. Smaller won't
make you look bigger, and bigger is
not better.
Leave body-painred attire to Spons
illustrated's swimsuit edirion.
In addirion ro screaming "laundry
mishap," rightly fir clothing can appear
overly feminine or (and mosrly) just

*

outright oomical.
His Tommy boy taught you nothing by~ Richanfs coat?
Looking as ifyou are about to rum
inro a green oomic book hero is nor
impressive to ladies. Females do nor
want to have to fear a button pop or
elastic band snap to the fuce
SimiJarly, no one will get green with
envy over oversizing. The wicked
witch ofOz oouldn't pull off the melting look with smoke and lighting and
you cannot either.
Baggy clothing is a fad of the '90s
and oonrrary to some fashion offender's beliefS, oversized clothing gives a
shrinking man appearance, nor a
vision of musde.
Looking like Dopey while chasing
afier your Snow White will lead you to
trip and f.ill into rejeaion, not her
arms.

It's rime to be original. It's rime to
be yoursd£ Beginning with athletic
jerseys. Bears roach Lovie Smith will
not be purring you in the game anyrime soon (well, the way we play, perhaps he will be) so you can cOO: your

game gear offand relax. Jerseys say
"juvenile" so step off the grammar
school bus and only wear jerseys that
are yours. Support spons teams With
hats, m~ or posters and leave the
unifunns ro the players. Achieve a
spony look with aack jackec. or the
larest NikeS of your choice
As for those attempting preppy
playboy scarus, james Spader's "Pretty
in Pink" popped collar is a thing of the
past (dare I remind that this includes
the double popped oollar). Whatever
the reason - .inflamd ego, an attempt ro
achieve a look ofwealth, ea:.- express
"yuppie" with sophisticated brands or
neat/tailored atti.re, such as an Oxford
ooat. Be unique; however, dare tO go
plaid? Secure enough to go pink?
Proceed with caurion. Match patterned piecrs with solid items and pair
bold oolors with other irems of more
neurral shades.
Humorous personalities shine on
their own and do not need assistance
fiom printed T-shin:s. Anything about
tickets and a gun show, taking a girl
home or my partiallar f.lvorite example, "the man" with an anow pointing
up and "the legend" with an arrow
pointing down, is just not nocessary.
Watch "The Simpsons" and "Family
Guy," and ifyou so desire, record or
purchase episodes to remember laughable dialogue. or verbally share witty
hnes, keep screen printing it acm.:.

your chest at bare minimum. Express
your oomedic Bare or carefree lifestyle
with more relaxed, casual items such as
tees, cargos and jeans.
Note: jeans that are not too baggy
and not too right will be just right;
however, no matter your size. please
refrain fiom making purchases outside
the men's deparonent.

AN ACCESSORY TO CRIME (AGAINST FASHIO~
Unless you dig gold diggers, your
most influential acassory is not one
which requires keys (your car). just as
it is for females, accessories can either
add to your attire or cOO: away fiom it.
Moderation is key. but some items
should be avoided entirdy even if
womalone.

Hemp, beads and chatms often add
a passe-grunge touch and are mostly a
lingering aend fiom the '90s rightfully
nearing death, so ditch the day and
rope for metal. Gold chains have a tc:ndc:ncy to oonvey "GoodFella" or
"~" in abundance, so stick tO
moder.ttc pieces and opt for silver if
~
Watches are typically "never-can gowrong" irems, unless you are srill
sporring a calculator on your wrist or
your 1990 Swatch with piano keys
across the plasric band. Metal bands
generally have a sleeker look, but
leather bands can be just as sharp.

Great Student Living
www.jb~partments.com

*

Unless you are taking a three hour
tour, leave your fishing hat to your
Florida grandfather. Instead, baseball
has are tardy a miss, ski caps a winter
hit and brimmed knit hars a growing
uend But, remember to keep hats
dean and replace unsa1vagable moldenaustc:d caps. even old &vorittt
When it oomes co glassware, keep
both your indoor and outdoor wear
simple. Contacts are definitely a plus,
but somerimes glasses can be better.
Take advantage of the vast sdeaions
and try new looks. Try thicker black
frame or shaped f.accs.
For the ourdoors, avoid mirrored
hyper-colored shades, which appear
multioolored, and opt for classic black
or, ifyou must, silver mirror aviators
for a more "Top Gun" look.

Remember, a little bit ofscruff can
be appealing. the Yosemite Sam look
oould be frightening.
Avoid funny facial hair with lines
shapen (or misshapen) like a road
map.
Keep hair produa to minimum to
prevent too much sheen and whether
short or shaggy, try to pick a style that
firs you and is not just idenrical co
everyone else.

- Tht Couturr Co-td

ADVERTISE
in the DEN

581-2816

1,400 Eastern
students are
24 years
or older
BY EUGENIA )EFFERSON

I VIRGf KfPORTFR

Although the average college student is
usuaUy between the ages of 18 and 22,
older, nontraditional students sometimes
decide ro come back to college afrer rime
off. despite the age gap.
According ro Nancy Crone, academic
adviser with the general studies program,
students who are 24 years old or older are
considered non-rraditional students. Twenty
percent of the campus is composed of nontraditional students.
"In the fall of 2005, there were 2,435 studenrs over the age of 24 that enrolled in
both on and off-campus classes," she said.
Of these students, 1.400 cake classes on
campus.
Stacey Ewing, senior board of trustees
major, first came to Eastern as a freshman in
1995. She left Eastern when she decided to
get married and live with her husband in
Italy. After her divorce, she decided to come
back in the fall of 2002.
"(I came back to school) because of my
divorce and my children. I wanted to give
them a better life," Ewing said.
She decided ro come back to Eastern
because all her records were already here.
Ewing said she never quire adjusted to life
as a non-traditional student.
"You don't adjust," she said. "It helps to

Ea1c HI LTNEil.oNTHEVlRG

Jennifer Clark and Kltty Apodaca, both non-traditional English graduate students, combine efforts to accomplish agroup project while performing research at Booth Library.
become friends with younger students, but
you never quite adjust."
Ewing deals with more than the average student because of her family life, and her biggest
problem is concentrating on academics.
"T have to deal with my two children, my
sick mother, bills, and etc.," she said. " I
don't have parents ro take care of me like
younger students."
Lori Smith, senior family and consumer
sciences major, started college when she was
31. She decided to come back to school
because of the changing economy and her
family. She commutes from Salem to attend
her classes.
One of the reasons Smith picked Eastern

was because of her family tradition.
"My grandmother got her teacher degree
here as well as my sister, uncle, and sister-inlaw," Smith said.
It's a lot to handle, because at home she
has the role of wife and mom, while still
dealing with the same mess as a traditional
student when it comes to getting good
grades, she said. However, she plans to stick
it out and get her Master's degree.
Geology-geography professor Betty Smith
teaches both traditional and non-traditional
students in her class.
Smith estimates that about 5 to 10 percent of her students are non-traditional.
Performance varies in her class bur over-

all, the non-traditional student does above
average, she said.
"I believe ir cakes an extra effon to attend
a university afrer being out of school for
more than three years," Smith said.
Ewing said the professors are helpful ro
non-traditional students.
"They respect what we are doing. They
understand you have other responsibilities,"
she said.
Smith doesn't feel intimidated by the
orher srudents or professors.
"I feel really welcomed by the students
and faculty," she said. "Professors treat me
equally ro other students."

SEXY:

"It has been proven

CONTINlll O f ROM MGf 1

that sex has lots of
health benefits.
Beotuse of this, the
culture of sex is
becoming more
accepted!'

packet that explains how the party will be
run.
According to Wirtstruck, the first half of
the party is spent by the consultant showing
the sex products ro the group and the second
half gives people an opporrunity to purchase
the products one-on-one with the consultant.
"Women prefer to have a personal consultant, like Mary Kay, because ir is a mo.re
personal experience and it gives them a
chance to ask questions in private,"
Wicrstruck said. ''I'm 37 and many of us
(consultants) have had a lor of exposure to
the sex toy industry compared to buying
products at an adult bookstore. Plus. it is

Some ofWirrstruck's most popular products include Pure Satisfaction Unisex Sexual
Enhancement Gel; Fireworks, a I 0-flavor
edible lotion that can be heated up; white
chocolate passion powder, another edible
lotion; the Jelly Osaki vibrator and the
Pulsing Orbiter, a vibrating bullet.
Passion Parties have gone from 700 consultants ro over 10,000 in the past year and
this number is still on the rise.
"It has been proven that sex has lots of
health benefits," Wittsrruck said. "Because
of this, the culrure of sex is becoming more
accepted."
Alison Cordes, junior nursing major,
attended a sex roy party that one of her sister's friends hosted, and thinks shows like
"Sex and the City" encourage the college
generation to be more experimental with
sex, thus accepting sex roy parries.
"I don't think our parents would accept
sex toy patties because they grew up in an
era where sex was only for married couples
and experimentation was looked down
upon," Cordes said. "Since our generation
understands the benefits of being more
familiar with one's sexuality, when we have
children, sex toy parries will be overall culturally accepted."

KelJy Glynn, senior elementary education
major, had an easy time booking her sex toy
parry through Slumber Panies.
"I just went to their Web site, www.slumberparties.com, and clicked on the 'book a
party' link," Glynn said. "Within two days,
a consultant wrote me back and we figured
our a day and time to do the parry."
Glynn got the idea to throw a party
because she enjoyed a sex toy party she went
to a few years ago.
"Ever since I went to that one, I have
wanted to do another one." Glynn said.
"Plus, I got an advertisement e-mail, which
made me decide to finally host one."
Besides Glynn, sororities and residence
halls have held sex toy parties in order to
promote sisterhood or to simply have a girls'
night in.
The average party is about an hour and a
half long and the confidential buying
process usually takes the same amount of
time, said Cynthia Wirutruck. Iowa's topselling Passion Panics consultant.
Wittsrruck, who has been a consultant for
over rwo years, has thrown a range of parties

-CYNTHI" WITTSTRUCIC, PASSION PARTIES CONSULTANT

fun."
from residence halls and sorority houses to
her first party, which was arrendcd by a mix
of males and females.
In college siruations, Wittstruck likes to
educate students about sex, in addition to
introducing and selling the products.
"Since college-aged students are less experienced, they like to know how things work,
and about techniques," Wicrsrruck said.
"Many consultants in their '30s and '40s
have that experience to show them."
After the parry has been booked, the consultant wsll send the host of rhe party a

The methods of gecring the sex toys differ
fmm consultant to consultant because some
carry inventory with them and others ship
the products. When Winstruck hosts a
party. all items are mailed dirc:ccly ro the
host, unless stared otherwise, and each person's purchase comes in a stapled bag, she
said.
Aside from the conrrary belief char dildos
and vibrators are the only sex toys around,
party consultants introduce products like
lotions, supplements, c- rings, sleeves, novelty irems and even lingerie at parries.
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Guster
l•ve at Lantz Arena

Friday, Oct. 28

****
out of
BY LAURA GRIFFITH

I VI'RGE EDITOR

Guster brought a bream of fresh air to

Lanrz. Arena during !heir performance on

CARRI£ HOlLISIONTHEVERG£

Ryan Miller of Guster beHs out a song during their Oct28 concert In Lantz Arena.

BY GllfG WALJ(ER

Oct. 28, wim a handful of new songs to
showcase their evolving, classic, new sound.
When Guster flllally hit me stage, they
opened with "I Spy" from their mostly
acoustic album, "Lost and Gone Forever."
The somewhat calmer beat of me song was a
slow but Steady Start for me one-hour-and10-minute concert, during which me band
introduced five new songs off their unreleased and yet-to-be-named album, including "Beginning of me End," "Captain,"
"Satellite" and "C'mon."
The new songs were much louder, with
stronger drumbeats, compared to the signature bongos beard on "Lost and Gone
Forever." Although the older songs from various CDs are whar kept the audience singing
along. me new songs were a refreshing look
into rhe band's near furure, as !hey are
expected co be in CD form in srores this
spring.
As far as the originaliry of me song names,
Guster might be lacking. seeing char the
Dave Marrhews Band already has a song
named "Captain," off !heir "Busred Sruff"
album and "Satellite," from "Under me
Table and Dreaming." The names, however,
didn't take much away from the qualiry or
performance of the songs.
Guster was a bit more energetic than their
opening band Matt Pond PA, although most

I VERGE REPORTER

Fans of Franz Ferdinand's 2004 debut need not worry
about a sophomore slump on "You Could Have It So Much
Better."
Not much has changed on this follow up, but there is
nothing wrong with that. The bouncy rhythms and catchy
choruses are back once again, enough ro make a grown man
dance.
The buu. of che gu.irars on "The Fallen" jumpstarrs the
album and within a few licks, you are hooked. Equally
catching is "Do You Want To," the first single taken from
the album. The "do do's" on the track set the vibe for what
is an all-out jump-up-and-down good time. If the song itself
isn't enough to get hooked on, then check out the video for
"Do You Want To," which features the band making asses
out of themselves in an ultra hip/snobby an gallery, hilariry
ensues.
Immediately after "Do You Want To," without dday
"This Boy" comes roaring at you eliciting more head bobbing. The manic "Evil 'and a Heathen," gets the job done as
well, while singer Ala Kapranos declares, "I'm evil and a
heathen, I'm a heathen and evil like you, there's not a lot I
wouldn't do.,.
The band is still capable of taking things down a notch at
times as well. as is apparent on the sweeping "Eleanor Put

Franz Ferdinand

****
out of

***•"'
Your Boots On." The song starts our with a piano verse that
sounds like it has been ripped straight our of Blur's "The

of rhe difference in audience energy could
be attributed to the sing-alongs and the
intricate and colorful lighting displays during Guster's set.
The songs from "Lost and Gone Forever,"
such as "Happier," "What You Wish For"
and "Barrel of a Gun," stood out as the
more complicated and most arrfuJiy
arranged songs throughout the set, but
maybe mat's because the band had only
played some of me newer songs a few rimes.
Besides what sounded like a small mistake
during "What You Wish For," the songs
were right on compared to !heir album versions, proving char Guster's signature sound
is all them and not the studio.
The range of moods varied from song ro
song. from upbeat melodies to soothing
sounds and all-out rocking new tracks.
The band also showed off a bit of !heir
originaliry, busting our an impromptu rune
about "com hole" or as Eastern students
know it, "bags."
"Sometimes I play corn hole, sometimes I
play bags," sang Ryan Miller, guitar and
vocals.
Adam Gardner, guitar and vocals, lent a
Httle of his own voice co the show during
"Airport Song," off the album, "Goldfly,"
one example of the variery of songs during
the set.
After 16 songs. Guster threw two more
inro the mix co keep fans happy. before ending the show on a good nore. They cont-inued with another new song, "One Man
Wrecking Machine" and a highly energetic,
crowd-pleasing performance of "Barrel of a
Gun" from ''Lost and Gone Forever."
All in all, me concert was well worth the
$13 students paid to see it.

Universal," but ir really is quite pleasant. There is also the
somber "Fade Togemer," which should have been the last
song on the album instead of the thumping send off
"Outsiders."
Other highlights include "I'm Your Villain" which starts
off as a somewhat funky little number and ends as a balls-tothe-wall detibt;l-pounding rock fest as the band shouts, "I'll
see you Iacer, babe, I'll see you later!" The tide track, "You
Could Have It So Much Better," and "You're the Reason I'm
Leaving" are other testaments to Franz. Ferdinand's irresistibly catchy sound.
If there were one complaint abour "You Could Have It So
Much Better," it would be that it really doesn't flow like a
complete album. The songs aren't bad by any means, it's just
that the album can fed like a greatest hits compilation
because the songs sort of stand on their own. That's more of
a compliment than an insult though.
For a band to come out swinging yet again and seamlessly
land every knockout blow is quite a feat in today's demanding music world. Pick a song from Franz. Ferdinand's new
album and it could be a single. Fans of the first album will
undoubtedly be as ecstatic and more is to come from this
group. With "You Could Have It So Much Better,tt Franz
Ferdinand has delivered the message that they are going co
be around for the long haul.
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When Stephanie Klein came ro Eastern chis fall, her first
night in college was spenr ar a "ghetto" theme pany.
"I wore cur-off swear pants, a black wife beater, an Adidas
hat tilted to the side, a bandana around my arm," said Klein,
freshman education major. "And some bling-bling of course."
Theme parties have become more popular on campus
because they're more fun and unique than regular ones,
according to Michael Worden, senior computer information
systems major.
"The typical dance party in a really dark room with people
hump-dancing while lighrs Ricker kind of made my head
hun the fLrSt rwo years here," he said.
Although he said he's nor opposed to "hump-dancing,"
Worden feds theme parties are a nice change.
Worden recently hosted his own party with an '80s theme.
"For that particular party we had the Miami Vice crew
with aviators and pastel suirs," he said. "Miami Vice means
one thing: man glamour."
A music compilation of Journey, Duran Duran,
Mororhead and Iron Maiden helped set the mood for
Worden's theme party.
Shannon May, sophomore elementary education
major, said the best theme party she's ever attended was
a lingerie party.
"Besides oudirs, the place was decorated with candles and rose petals, and there was wine," May said.
"You know, the usual ingredienrs used ro create a
sexy environment."
The most creative type of theme party she's heard
of is a Rubik's cube pany.
"It's where everyone wears one article of clothing that
has the colors of the Rubik's cube on it; like a white shirt,
red panrs, green socks, ere.," she said. "And by the end of the
night you wear nothing you came in because you have to
trade everything with someone else."
Some theme parties have become a tradition in Greek life
as well. The women of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority host a
"shotgun wedding" theme pany every year, according to
social chair Taffany Tardio, senior elementary education and
graphic design major.
"We all dress up like hicks, and the social chair picks a
wedding party, which is usually a secret at the beginning."
Tardio said. "We usually do it with the Sig Eps at Mom's
every year."
Tardio said a senior is chosen to be the bride and a junior
would be the maid of honor. A sophomore and freshman are
chosen to be bridesmaids and the men do the same thing.
"It's everybody's favorite function. We usually have it at the
beginning of second semester," she said.
More common typeS of theme parries include "anything
but clothes" parries, barn dances, graffiti parries, cops and
robbers and toga parties.
"Theme parries are more fun because it gives you a reason
to go our other than just to drink," May said. "It's more
important for some reason, just because you're dressing up."
Klein said rhe best part of theme parties is getting to go
our and shop with your friends for a costume.
"You can be so creative and nor have to.do much," she
said. "Besides, it gives you something to talk about the following Monday in class.

